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A stochastic leaky integrate-and-fire nerve model with a dynamical threshold 
(LIFDT) has been derived for the neural response to sinusoidal electrical 
stimulation. The LIFDT model incorporates both the refractory effects and the 
accommodation effects in the interpulse interactions. In this thesis, this 
phenomenological nerve model is extended for the neural response to pulsatile 
electrical stimulation, which is widely used in cochlear implants as it reduces 
inter channel interference. 
Neurophysiological data from adult guinea pigs were fitted to the LIFDT model. 
First, the parameters were constrained by the Input/output (I/O) curve analysis. 
Analysis of the data showed strong accommodation effects. The figures of I/O 
function for each pulse were plotted according to the physiological data. Fitting 
the I/O function of the data constrained the value of four variables of LIFDT 
model. The other five parameters were “optimised by eye”. Although the LIFDT 
is built with stimulus-dependent threshold, the response of short duration 
biphasic pulsatile stimuli exhibits weak accommodation effects.  
Then, in order to avoid the complication of full optimization, analytical 
approximation of the LIFDT model was derived for pulsatile electrical 
stimulation. It improves computational efficiency and provides information on 
how the parameters of the LIFDT model affect the accommodation effects. 
Theoretical predictions indicate that the LIFDT model could not capture the 




Alternatively, a Markov renewal process model was utilized to track the pulse-
train response. The stationary and non-stationary Markov renewal process 
models were fitted to the neurophysiological data. Both models can interpret the 
conventional PST histograms into conditional probabilities, which are directly 
related to the interpulse intervals. The consistent results from those two models 
provide a qualitative analysis of the accommodation characteristics.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Hearing loss refers to a disruption in the transduction of sound waves into neural 
activity in the auditory nerve. In most individuals suffering deafness due to loss 
of sensory hair cells in the cochlea, hearing can be partly restored by direct 
stimulation of the remaining auditory nerves using a cochlear implant. A typical 
cochlear implant consists of a sound processor, an electrode array and a means of 
transmitting signals across the skin to the electrodes [1]. The sound processor 
extracts features of acoustic signals and transfers them into spatiotemporal 
patterns of electrical currents. The electrical currents are delivered to electrodes 
near the cochlear nerve fibres. These excite the higher centres in the central 
auditory nervous system. The aim of the cochlear implant is to mimic the action 
of a healthy ear.  
The aim of this thesis is to develop an accurate model for the response of 
auditory nerve fibres to electrical pulsatile stimuli from physiological data. These 
models can then be integrated into models of cochlear implantation and the 
differences between natural acoustic stimuli and electrical stimulation studied. 
Before an overview of specific modelling issues addressed in this thesis, a brief 
summary is provided of how the normal ear may be coding sound features, and 
how cochlear implants function. 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Anatomy and physiology of the ear 
In the human auditory system, the function of the ear is to convert sound waves 
into nerve impulses, which leads to the perception of sound. The transduction 
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process can be described as the coding of sound features in the patterns of 
activity in the auditory nerve.  
A summary of the anatomy and physiology of the ear is presented in this section 
based on the Oxford Handbook of Auditory Science [2], which is relevant to this 
thesis.  
The ear is composed of three parts: the outer, middle and inner ears. The outer 
ear comprises the pinna, external auditory meatus and the tympanic membrane.  
The outer ear is constructed to capture sound waves, provide frequency filtering 
of the sound and increase the sound pressure amplitude. The middle ear consists 
of an air-filled cavity with three ossicles: the malleus, the incus and the stapes. 
The main mechanics of the middle ear are transferring the sound energy from air 
to water and matching the different impedances between the auditory meatus and 
the cochlear fluids. The inner ear, the cochlear, essentially consists of a coiled 
tube formed three fluid-filled scalae (the scala vestibuli, the scala media and the 
scala tympani). The structure of the inner ear is shown schematically in Figure 
1-1 as it would look unwound and cut lengthwise. Within this outer tube is an 
interior tube (called the scala media), which divides the outer tube (cochlear) into 
two separated parts (called the scala vestibuli and scala tympani). The scala 
vestibule and scala tympani are joined at the apical end through a small hole 
(called the helicotrema) in the dividing membrane. The scala media forms a 
closed inner compartment, which is separated from the scala vestibule by 
Reissner’s membrane on one side and from the scala tympany by the basilar 
membrane on the other side. At the basal end, the membrane is narrow and stiff; 
at the apical end it is both wider and considerably more flaccid.         
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concentrations of ions in the internal and external fluid. The difference in 
potential between the internal and the external fluids leads to a change of the 
excitatory postsynaptic potential. Specifically, the reception of the 
neurotransmitters by an auditory nerve synapse causes ions to flow through the 
membrane from the interior to the exterior of the fibre and vice versa. If the 
postsynaptic potential is of sufficient magnitude, it is propagated along the 
auditory nerve fibre to the brain. Such a response is called an action potential, 
discharge, firing or spike. This neural activity is then processed by the brain to 
give the perception of sound.   
1.1.2 Coding of sound in the normal ear 
There are a number of different forms of neural processing that form the 
perception of sound. In general, the information of sound may be coded in the 
site of the activity (spatial coding), in the timing of the activity (temporal coding), 
or in some combination of the two (spatiotemporal coding) [1].  
In the theory of spatial coding, it is hypothesised that acoustical stimuli are coded 
by which auditory nerve fibres respond. The spatial arrangement of the nerve 
cells and their best frequencies of response are more important than whether the 
nerve cells have fired in time with the electrical stimulation. The hearing 
receptors in the inner ear and the cells and fibres in the central nervous systems 
are arranged in a tonotopic way so that they will respond to only a limited range 
of frequencies along a scale from low to high. Frequencies may be coded by 
which fibres represent the maximum mean discharge rate [3]. Also, Kim et al., 
showed that frequency is coded by the fibres representing the greatest difference 
in mean discharge rate with respect to their spontaneous rate [4], or with respect 
to the local population of fibres [5].   
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In the theory of temporal coding, it is proposed that acoustical stimuli are coded 
by the timing of auditory nerve fibre responses. In the firing sequences, the firing 
state of the current stimuli is dependent on the firing state of previous stimuli. 
Such dependencies are normally referred to as interpulse interactions. The 
interpulse interactions observed from physiological data are mainly the refractory 
effects and accommodation effects. 
Refractory effects refer to the phenomenon that the neuron is unable or less able 
to generate a discharge after a previous discharge. The ionic basis of refractory 
effects by electrical stimuli is described below. By injecting electrical current 
through a microelectrode, sodium ions enter the cell of a neuron [6]. When entry 
of ܰܽାdepolarizes the membrane beyond a threshold, a discharge is generated. 
After a discharge, the neuron enters a refractory period. The refractory period 
consists of an absolute refractory period (ARP) and a relative refractory period 
(RRP). The neuron enters the absolute refractory period instantaneously after the 
discharge. During this period, sodium channels inactivate. The neuron is unable 
to fire regardless of the stimulus level. Then the neuron enters the relative 
refractory period. During this period, the membrane potential stays 
hyperpolarized until the potassium channels close. Thus, more current is required 
to depolarize the membrane across the threshold; it is more difficult to fire than 
when it is outside the refractory period.  
Accommodation effects refer to the phenomenon that subthreshold stimuli cause 
the nerve to become less excitable [7]. For example, when a slowly increasing 
and long lasting current is delivered to a neuron, the threshold rises gradually [7]. 
The more slowly current rises, the stronger the current required to attain the 
threshold. The threshold seems to “accommodate” the stimulus. Accommodation 
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effects disappear when the neuron is allowed to return to its resting state. Hill 
demonstrated that the Ca ion has a large effect in increasing the speed of 
accommodation [8]. Observations from animal models of myelinated nerve fibres 
[9-12] indicate that the inactivation of the sodium ion channel, and the activation 
of the slow potassium ion channel contribute to the accommodation mechanisms. 
As refractoriness is the major form of the interpulse interactions, previous studies 
have been focused on the refractory effects. The stimuli intensity could be coded 
not only by the spread of discharge, but also by the average discharge rates in 
single fibres or in populations of fibres[13]. Frequencies may be coded by 
interspike intervals in both single fibres and in populations of fibres [14] [15]. 
All the above studies concerned the refractory effects exclusively. Recently, it 
has been indicated that accommodation effects are also a fundamental factor in 
the temporal neural response of auditory nerve fibres [16-19]. For sinusoidal 
stimuli, accommodation behaviour was observed from the tuning curve below 
approximately 100 Hz [19]. For pulsatile stimuli, accommodation behaviour was 
evident from poststimulus time (PST) histograms at lower discharge probabilities 
[16-18]. Accommodation behaviour was also observed from psychophysical data 
[20]. Psychophysical data showed that as long as the number of stimulus pulses 
was held constant, as the time interval between pulses was decreased, 
behavioural threshold current decreased and perceived loudness increased. Thus, 
in developing cochlear implants, it is important to understand the 
accommodation effects in temporal coding. In this thesis, mathematic models are 
developed to investigate the accommodation behaviour in the neural response of 
single auditory nerve fibres to electrical stimulation.  
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1.1.3 Cochlear implants 
Researchers indicated that the most common cause of deafness is the loss of hair 
cells, rather than the loss of auditory neurons [21, 22]. The hair cells and the 
basilar membrane are responsible for translating mechanical information into 
neural activity. Therefore, cochlear implants are designed to bypass the normal 
hearing mechanism (outer, middle, and part of the inner ear including the hair 
cells) and stimulate directly surviving neurons in the auditory nerve. Normally, 
implant devices have a microphone that picks up the sound, a signal processor 
that converts the sound into electrical signals, a transmission system that 
transmits the electrical signals to the implanted electrodes, and an electrode or an 
electrode array that is implanted into the cochlea. The present generation of 
cochlear implants utilises an array of up to 24 electrodes, which is implanted into 
the basal turns of the scala tympani of the cochlea through the round window. 
Injection of current by means of a cochlear implant can cause a sudden 
depolarisation in the nerve membrane, similar to an excitatory postsynaptic 
potential produced by a healthy hair cell [23].  
To date, cochlear implant technology is still unable to perform such advanced 
processing of sound as the human ear. Action potentials in the normal cochlea 
are generated by the mechanical transduction action of hair cells. However, 
action potentials evoked by cochlear implants are caused by direct electrical 
stimulation. The response of the auditory nerve to electrical stimulation is very 
different from its response to acoustical stimulation [24]. Under electrical 
stimulation, the neuron usually responds quite synchronously and the dynamic 
range is narrow. Under acoustical stimulation, the neuron behaves more 
stochastically. These dissimilarities contribute to the lack of speech perception. 
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Consequently, it is desirable to understand what patterns of response are 
produced by electrical stimulation. 
Since the 1950s, there have been studies of direct stimulation of the auditory 
nerve by single electrodes [24]. The studies of electrical stimulation on single 
electrodes assessed the possibility of reproducing the coding of frequency [25, 
26]. It is proposed that the frequency of a sound could also be conveyed to the 
brain on the basis of the spatial coding [27]. This led to stimulating the auditory 
nerve with multiple electrodes [28, 29]. The electrodes were placed with the aim 
of stimulating nerve fibres representing different frequencies selectively. In the 
1970s, appropriate multiple-electrode interfaces with the auditory nervous 
system were investigated for psychophysical and speech research in patients. It 
has been discovered that voicing could be transmitted by varying the rate of 
stimulation on different electrodes independently of the place of stimulation [28-
31]. Thus voicing was perceived by varying the rate of stimulation across 
different nerve populations. Also a preliminary psychophysical study with a 
multi-electrode implant indicated that either the site of stimulation or the rate of 
the stimulation could be varied to change the pitch (psychological percept of 
frequency) [32]. Temporal and spatial information provided two components to 
the pitch of an electrical stimulus. Both spatial coding and temporal coding 
schemes have been implemented in speech processors for multi-electrode 
cochlear implants [32-34].  
In the discrimination of complex sounds such as speech and music, temporal 
coding is more important than spatial coding [1]. Physiological studies 
demonstrated that the temporal properties of vowels are accurately represented in 
the firing pattern of single fibres of the auditory nerve [35]. It is also supported 
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by pathological observations on the impairment of frequency discrimination and 
pitch perception [36]. It was found that injuries to the auditory nerve, which 
impair temporal coherence of the discharges of auditory nerve fibres, are 
associated with serious impairments in speech discrimination. Therefore, it is 
crucial to accurately understand temporal response of auditory nerve fibres to 
improve speech-processing strategies in cochlear implants. In this thesis, only the 
temporal responses of single auditory nerve fibres to electrical stimulation are 
investigated. 
Direct observation of individual nerve fibres within the human cochlea is hard to 
make for both ethical and experimental reasons. Therefore, physiological models 
are widely used in place of the human cochlear nerve. The auditory nerve system 
in other animals could resemble the human auditory system [31]. The human 
auditory nerve is a myelinated nerve. In principle, any mammalian myelinated 
auditory nerve could be used in place of the human auditory nerve. Experimental 
data have been taken from toads [37, 38], rats [39] , rabbits [40] , cats [41] , 
guinea pigs [26] and monkeys [42], which are all used as physiological models of 
the electrically stimulated human cochlear nerve.  
Based on the physiological data, computational models have been developed to 
predict the human auditory nerve response to electrical stimulation. It would be 
advantageous for directing physiological and psychophysical experimental 




1.2 Computational modelling approach  
The temporal response of auditory nerve fibres to electrical stimulation has been 
widely studied via computational models [23, 27, 37, 38, 43-54]. Conductance-
based models are based on a system of equations and parameters derived from 
voltage-clamp experiments on nerves from a specific animal species. The first 
conductance-based model of the electrical activity of the nerve was developed by 
Hodgkin and Huxley [43]. They studied the response from an unmyelinated 
squid axon and built a neural model with conductance-based nonlinear 
differential equations. Frijns et al., [55] extended Frankenhaeuser and Huxley’s 
myelinated nerve model of the toad sciatic nerve for electrical prosthesis design. 
The conductance-based model is designed to accurately describe the kinetics of 
ion channels, particularly sodium and potassium. Although all nerves have 
similar ion channels with similar kinetics, the distribution and density of ion 
channels differs between species [56]. Consequently, the system of equations and 
parameters for different species vary. Ideally, voltage-clamp experiments should 
be performed on specific mammalian cochlear nerves. However, dissection of a 
sufficient length of the cochlear nerve from a guinea pig or a cat for voltage-
clamp experiments is not currently possible, nor is maintenance of the nerve in 
good physiological conditions. Alternatively, microelectrode data can be fitted to 
a standard conductance model. The problem is conductance-based models have 
over forty parameters and require an enormous amount of data to constrain each 
parameter. 
Interest in the modelling of large populations of nerves has increased as electrical 
nerve stimulation is widely used in practice [57]. Avoiding the complex 
electrophysiological process modelling, phenomenological models are developed 
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as simplified neuron models compared to conductance-based models. Moreover, 
the parameters of a phenomenological model are usually characterised by neuron 
physiological properties, such as refractory time, membrane potential or 
threshold. Thus it is easier to visualize the outcome of a phenomenological 
model when fitting the parameters to experimental data. 
In phenomenological models, the temporal response of auditory nerve fibres to 
electrical stimulation is usually described by two characterizations [1, 45, 46, 58-
65]. One is the excitation of the auditory nerve fibres, another is the interpulse 
interactions. Historically, the excitation to electrical stimulation has been 
modelled via deterministic descriptions [23, 55, 65]. Recently, it has been widely 
studied that incorporating stochastic activity in a neural model is a fundamental 
factor to produce accurate predictions of physiological and psychophysical 
phenomena [46, 47, 51, 66-70]. In the phenomenological models, normally 
refractoriness is expressed by a simple refractory function, which is obtained 
directly from the observed interspike interval (ISI) statistics [46, 60, 69]. 
Accommodation effects has not been fully investigated. To date, none of the 
phenomenological models of auditory nerve fibres were built with 
accommodation effects, except the leaky integrate-and-fire model with dynamic 
threshold (LIFDT) [19]. The LIFDT model was derived from the response of the 
sciatic nerve of the toad to sinusoidal electrical stimulation. It is the first 
electrical stimulated phenomenological model incorporating accommodation 
effects. The accommodation behaviour in the neural response to sinusoidal 
analogue electrical stimulation has been successfully predicted by the LIFDT 
model [19]. Therefore, only the neural response to pulsatile electrical stimulation 
is investigated in this thesis.   
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1.3 Aims and objectives 
In this thesis, the aim is to further develop the phenomenological modelling 
approach incorporating accommodation effects for use in cochlear implant 
simulation.  
In cochlear implant devices, information is presented either in analogue electrical 
stimulation or pulsatile electrical stimulation [71]. In analogue stimulation, a sum 
of sinusoids with time-varying amplitudes and fixed frequencies is presented to 
the electrode as an electrical analogue of the acoustic waveform. Due to its 
simultaneous stimulation, the analogue stimulation may cause channel 
interaction. The channel interaction affects the salience of spectral cues, which is 
crucial for speech understanding [72]. In pulsatile stimulation, a set of narrow 
pulses is delivered to the electrode. The advantage of the pulsatile stimulation is 
that the pulses can be delivered non-simultaneously, thereby minimizing the 
possibility of electrical interactions 
The primary objective of this work is to investigate whether the LIFDT model is 
applicable for pulsatile stimuli and whether incorporating accommodation 
mechanisms can improve the prediction of neural response. 
As the LIFDT model incorporates stochastic, refractory and accommodation 
properties of auditory nerve fibres, it is time consuming and computationally 
laborious to directly fit this model to neurophysiological data from a guinea pig 
model of the electrically stimulated cochlea [16, 17]. The methodology used is 
first to derive a theoretical expression for the response of the LIFDT model, and 
then to evaluate how parameters in the LIFDT model affect accommodation 
effects, and finally to reproduce the neurophysiological data. Therefore, the 
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thesis will explore the approximated analytical result for the firing probability of 
the LIFDT model to pulsatile stimulation. 
The thesis also aims to explore the accommodation characteristics of auditory 
nerve fibres. Neurophysiological data under accommodation conditions are quite 
limited. Normally, accommodation effects are not measured directly like 
refractory effects, but observed from PST histograms, in which both 
accommodation effects and refractory effects affect the firing probabilities. This 
thesis will conduct separate evaluations of those two interpulse interactions using 
different modelling approaches. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
Chapter one gives a brief overview of the coding in cochlear implants, including 
its development history, its challenges and tasks. The research objective and 
overall structure of the thesis are also listed in this chapter. 
Chapter two reviews the existing electrically simulated computational models. 
Three types of computational models are compared, including conductance-
based models, stochastic ion channel gating models and phenomenological 
models.  
Chapter three introduces the phenomenological models which will be used in the 
following chapters.  The LIFDT model consists of a refractory LIF model, a 
stimulus-dependent threshold and a stochastically-varying membrane potential. 
The stochastic part of the LIFDT model is extended from the stochastic auditory 
nerve model proposed by Bruce et al., [46, 47]. Detailed descriptions of this 
stochastic auditory nerve model and the LIFDT model are presented. Also a set 
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of neurophysiological data to pulsatile stimulation from adult guinea pigs is 
presented in this chapter. 
The LIFDT model has nine variables. The optimization of all variables requires a 
considerable amount of data. As the neurophysiological data are limited, an 
initial assessment of the neurophysiological data is made in chapter four. An I/O 
curve model is derived based on the stochastic auditory nerve model. It 
quantifies the size of accommodation effects in the data and provides constraints 
on some parameter values of the LIFDT model. Then predictions of the firing 
probabilities are constructed by Monte Carlo simulation of the LIFDT model.  
In chapter five, theoretical expressions for the response of the LIFDT model to 
single pulse and pulse-train stimulation are derived. Accommodation effects in 
the LIFDT model are studied by the theoretical predictions and simulations. 
Moreover, the maximum accommodation effects in the LIFDT model are 
explored. It shows that the LIFDT model is insufficient to achieve the strong 
accommodation effects in the experimental data due to structural problems.  
Alternatively, a Markov renewal process model is developed in chapter six. This 
statistical model provides an estimation of the conditional probability related to 
refractory effects or accommodation effects and separates those two interpulse 
interactions. The conditional probabilities in the Markov renewal process model 
are assumed stationary at first, and then extended to non-stationary. Both 
methods provide a consistent qualitative description of accommodation effects in 
the experimental data.  
Chapter seven presents the conclusions and examines the implications for 
computational modelling.  
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Chapter2. Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to further develop the phenomenological modelling approach 
incorporating accommodation effects, it is advantageous to review existing 
computational models of the auditory nerve fibres and how accommodation 
effects are modelled. 
The excitation and accommodation in nerves were reviewed by Hill [7] based on 
experimental work on various nerves from frog, cat, dog, cuttle-fish, and spider-
crab. A mathematical model was built to describe two time-factors in electrical 
excitation: one is the “excitatory disturbance” or “local potential”; another is the 
“accommodation” or change of “threshold”. In general, the “accommodation” is 
of the same general nature as “excitation”, but a gradual process with a time-
constant of its own, depending upon the value of the current at all moments up to 
“excitation”. Since the nature of those two time-factors was not specified, this 
mathematical model cannot be directly used in auditory nerve fibres. However, it 
provides a theoretical analysis of accommodation behaviour. 
In the study of temporal response of auditory nerve fibres, three types of 
computational models are frequently used: conductance-based models, ion 
channel gating models, and phenomenological models. This chapter will provide 
a theoretical background of computational models of each type and investigate 
how the temporal spike firing patterns are coded.  
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2.2 Conductance-based models  
Conductance-based models are derived from voltage-clamp experiments of 
single nerve fibre. In principle, conductance-based models consist of a system of 
time-dependent differential equations with conductance variables, which is 
designed to accurately describe the kinetics of ion channels. 
The Hodgkin-Huxley (H-H) model [40, 43, 52, 73-84] is the starting point of the 
conductance-based neuron model. It describes how action potentials in neurons 
are initiated and propagated in axons via voltage-gated ion channels. Hodgkin 
and Huxley’s work were based on an extensive series of experiments on the 
unmyelinated giant axon of squid. The model is a set of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations that approximates the conductance of three voltage-
dependent ion channels: a sodium channel with index Na, a potassium channel 
with index K and unspecific leakage channel which accounts for other channel 
types. The current ܫ through the membrane is related to the time change of the 
potential across the membrane ܸ, membrane capacity C, and the ionic current ܫ௜,  
 i
i
I CV I= +∑  (2.2.1) 
The leakage channel is described by a voltage-independent conductance ݃௅, other 
ion channels are voltage and time dependent. The probability that a channel is 
open is described by additional gating variables m, n and h. The combined action 
of m and h controls the Na+ channels. The K+ channels are controlled by n. The 
parameters ேܸ௔, ௄ܸ and ௅ܸ are the reversal potentials through conductance Nag  , 
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In addition, probabilities m, n and h vary according to equations in the form with 
a voltage-dependent relaxation time ߬௫ሺܸሻ  and the steady state value ݔஶሺܸሻ , 





∞ −∂ =∂  (2.2.3) 
Linear cable theory is applied to the propagation of an action potential. The H-H 
model provides a good description of the electrophysiological properties of the 
giant axon including the passive and active local responses, the threshold 
phenomenon, the subthreshold oscillations, the action potential, refractoriness 
and stochastic activity. It succeeds in describing the generation and propagation 
of action potentials at the level of ion channels and ion current flow.  
When the H-H model is applied to human auditory nerve fibres, substantial 
adjustment should be made. The H-H model was derived from experiments at 
6.3°C. For human auditory nerve fibres the normal temperature is 37°C. At 
higher temperatures, the membrane kinetics become faster as the gating 
mechanism reacts more quickly. Thus, the amplitude of action potentials is 
smaller and refractory time is shorter. Hodgkin and Huxley introduced a special 
constant to accelerate the membrane behaviour [43, 85]. With the correction of 
temperature, the H-H model can predict the auditory nerve response both in 
timing and multiple spiking. Thus the H-H model is an important reference 
computational model of auditory nerve fibres [40, 52, 54, 74, 76-84, 86-88]. 
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zero. The dashed curves are for the H-H model. The solid curves are with the k-variable 
formulation included. 
The Frankenhaeuser-Huxley (F-H) model [37] is another classic conductance-
based model, which was derived from voltage clamp experiments on myelinated 
nerve fibres of Xenopus laevis. The F-H model was extended from the H-H 
model with more variables and differential equations to capture the response of 
myelinated nerve fibres. For myelinated fibres, the myelin sheet is interrupted at 
regular intervals along the axon by the nodes of Ranvier. Typically the length of 
a node is very small compared to the length of the intermodal segment. 
Potassium channels are present under the myelin sheet along the intermodal 
section. Spike generation essentially only takes place at the node. Thus 
conduction does not proceed continuously along the cable, but jumps from one 
node of Ranvier to the next. 
Although the unmyelinated axon (squid giant axon) and the myelinated 
vertebrate fibre are quite different in detail, their currents are mainly carried by 
sodium and potassium. Thus the outlines of their mechanisms of impulse 
conduction are similar. In the F-H model, a second sodium current, ܫ௉, is added 
to Eq.(2.2.1). Thus Eq.(2.2.1) is replaced by 
 i Na K L PI I I I I= + + +  (2.2.5) 
The F-H model uses ionic permeabilities instead of membrane conductances in 
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where ܧ ൌ ܸ െ ோܸ  ( )mV , ܨ  is Faraday’s constant ( / )J mol  , ܴ  is the gas 
constant ( / )J mol K⋅  , ܶ is the temperature ( )K  , the suffixes “0” and “i” denote 
outer and inner concentrations ( )3/mol m , P  denote the permeability constant 
( )/m sμ  .  
Frankenhaeuser and Moore published thermal effects of the F-H model below 
20°C [91]. To apply the F-H model to auditory nerve fibres, correction of 
temperature to 37°C was made by Rattay et al. [85] by adding a time scale factor 
k of gating variable m, to give 
 
 ( )m m mm m kα β α⎡ ⎤= − + ⋅ + ⋅⎣ ⎦   (2.2.7) 
where k  is a thermic coefficient 0.1 0.633 Tk −=  , ,α β  are the opening and 










∞−=   (2.2.9) 
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The thermal effects corrected F-H model could successfully predict the temporal 
response observed from experimental data [85].  
Accommodation mechanisms in the F-H model were studied by Frankenhaeuser 
et al. [92, 93]. The predictions by the F-H model qualitatively agreed with the 
experimental data of myelinated nerve fibres from Xenopus laevis. It was 
concluded that the accommodation is mainly manipulated by the inactivation of 
the sodium permeability, which is consistent with the modifications of 
accommodation mechanisms in the H-H model discussed previously [89].    
The accommodation mechanisms in both the original H-H model and the F-H 
model were investigated by Motz et al. [76, 85]. Both models were adjusted to 
warm-blooded conditions, and applied with the analogue sinusoidal signals and 
pulsatile electrical signals.  
When applying sinusoidal signals at low frequencies, the H-H model produced 
two or more discharges during a half-period; and the F-H model only produced 
one discharge during each period [76]. According to the subthreshold activity 
observed from feline experiments [94], the H-H model is more adequate. 
However, it is argued that the H-H model exaggerates multiple discharges and 
presents a poor dynamic range compared to experimental data.       
For pulsatile stimulation, a signal of double pulses was applied to both models to 
investigate subthreshold effects [85]. The method is based on a double pulse 
eletrostimulation experiment on the human cochlear implants [95]: The first 
pulse is set just at the threshold value. If a second pulse is smaller than the first 
pulse and can still distinguished by patients, then a subthreshold effects is 
observed. The subthreshold effects was obtained from both the F-H model and 
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the H-H model. The H-H model requires a small second stimulus and produces a 
long flat part between the stimulating pulse and the spike. And the F-H model 
requires a much higher second stimulus as the subthreshold activity decreases 
quickly after the first stimulus. Therefore, both conductance-based models can 
model accommodation effects. The suitability of the two models depends on the 
accommodation behaviour observed.  
2.3 The stochastic ion channel gating model 
The above conductance-based models are designed with a deterministic threshold. 
However, deterministic models fail to accurately represent probabilistic firing. It 
is well known that the natural stochasticity of the neural response is important for 
auditory signal processing [47, 96]. It is demonstrated that the addition of noise 
would result in a more acoustic-like neural response, which in turn results in 
improved auditory perception by cochlear implants listeners. 
To address this limitation, recent physiological results based on the F-H model 
suggest that utilizing stochastic resonance may enhance information 
transformation, where the noise term is added into the single channel of the 
simulated cochlear implant  [67, 97]. However, membrane noise and axonal 
excitability change with the state of ion channels [98]. As the nodes of Ranvier in 
auditory nerve fibres have a relatively small number of ion channels, the 
stochastic nature of voltage-dependent ion channel gating is known to be 
physiologically significant in auditory nerve fibres [48, 49, 74, 98, 99].  
To accurately model the stochastic property of ion channels, the stochastic ion 
channel gating model have been developed based on the H-H model [83, 98, 
100]. The deterministic voltage dependent conductances in the H-H model 
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(݃ே௔, ݃௄) are replaced by individual stochastic ion channel particles. Specifically, 
the sodium channel has three independent activation particles ݉  and one 
inactivation particle ݄; the potassium channel has four independent activation 
particles ݊. Each individual particle only has two states: open and closed. The 
Markov kinetics for gating of sodium and potassium channels are given by 
Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3  
 
Figure 2-2 Kinetic diagram of the sodium channel 
 
 Figure 2-3 Kinetic diagram of the potassium channel 
where  ߙ௫ is the average rate at which the ݔ particle switches from closed to open, 
ߚ௫ is the average rate at which the ݔ particle switches from open to closed, and ݔ௜ 
represents that ݅ particles of type ݔ are currently open in the channel. In order for 
the sodium channel to be in its conductive state, all three ݉ particles as well as 
the inactivating ݄ particle need to be in their open position, which is represented 
by the state ݉ଷ݄ଵ.  
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There are several different numerical techniques for simulating Markov kinetics. 
Fox and Lu [83, 101] utilized a stochastic differential equation to approximate 
the Markov process. Another way of building this stochastic ion channel gating 
model is using a continuous-time, discrete-state Markov jumping process to 
describe the kinetics of the ion channel [102, 103]. The algorithm could be 
subdivided into a channel-state-tracking (CST) algorithm and channel-number-
tracking (CNT) algorithm.  
The CST algorithm tracks the states of each channel. Rubinstein kept track of the 
gating particle states of every ion channel [98]. It is demonstrated that the 
microscopic fluctuations of single voltage-sensitive sodium channels in the nodes 
of Ranvier are sufficient to account for the macroscopic fluctuation of the 
threshold to electrical stimulation. The CST algorithm is simple in principle, but 
computationally intensive.  
The CNT algorithm tracks the number of channels in each state assuming that 
multichannel systems are independent and memoryless [81]. The CNT algorithm 
renews the states of sodium channels only at each sampled time without tracking 
the state transitions between the sampled times. Thus the CNT algorithm is much 
more computational efficient.  
Mino et al [100] compared the above four stochastic ion channel gating models 
with simulations of  a patch of membrane with 1000 sodium channels to 
investigate the fundamental statistical parameters. It is suggested that the firing 
efficiency, latency and jitter are identical among Markov jumping process 
models (including Rubinstein and Chow & White) [100]. Fox and Lu [83, 101] 
produced quite different action potential statistics. The inaccuracy of the Fox and 
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Lu model might be the inappropriate Langevin approach to solving the nonlinear, 
internally generated noise. It also concludes that the CNT algorithm is the most 
computationally efficient.  
Imennov and Rubinstein [104] developed a stochastic population model with 
gating particles of both sodium and potassium channels. The parameters are 
optimized for feline AN fibres. The model could predict the relative spread, spike 
latency, jitter, chronaxie, relative refractory period and conduction velocity of 
felines. It also matched the response characteristics of a population of fibres. 
However, the time constant of the model is not long enough to encompass short-
term neural adaptation that occurs within first 100 to 300 ms of continuous 
stimulation.  
Woo et al. [88] developed an adaptation model based on the stochastic ion 
channel gating model [105]. It incorporates potassium ion ሺܭାሻ channel, sodium 
ion ሺ ௔ܰ
ାሻ  channel and the external potassium ion ܭା  concentration ሺሾܭ௘௫௧ା ሿሻ . 
The relatively efficient Fox altorithm [83] is used in the ion channel gating 
model. The adaptation (accommodation) is mainly achieved by a leaky integrator 
based on external potassium ion ܭା concentration. 
Miller et al. [106] further developed the adaptation model [88] by adding low-
threshold potassium ion channel (ܭ݈ݐ) and high-threshold potassium ion channel 
(ܭ݄ݐ). Simulation results of this model demonstrate that forward-masker pulse 
trains can enhance the neural response to subsequent stimuli, which is also 
observed from the neural response of cat auditory nerve fibres. It indicates that 
ܭ݈ݐ channel activation is largely responsible for sub-threshold accommodation 
effects.        
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Since stochastic ion channel gating models only consist of the voltage-dependent 
ion channels, leakage conductance and membrane capacitance, it is not able to 
predict the temporal properties of real neurons in detail, such as the adaptation 
recovery and ARP. To obtain the PST histogram and input-output (I/O) function, 
numerical stimulations need to be performed with large numbers of ion channels. 
Consequently, it needs enormous amounts of experimental data to constrain all 
the parameters.  
2.4 Phenomenological models 
The leaky integrator used in the stochastic ion channel gating model is actually a 
simple phenomenological model. Such simple phenomenological models are 
widely used for studies of neural temporal coding. 
Phenomenological models are derived from experimental results and aim to 
describe the trends in the data. Phenomenological models have fewer parameters 
compared to conductance-based models or ion channel gating models. The 
required amount of data to constrain parameters is reduced as well. Furthermore, 
the phenomenological models with less equations speed up the computation time, 
which is more crucial when simulating a large population of nerve fibres or using 
Monte Carlo methods. Moreover, the parameters in the phenomenological model 
are directly related to experimental measurements, such as the membrane 
constant, absolute refractory period, relative refractory period, etc. Consequently, 
the temporal response can be visualized more easily. Hence, phenomenological 
models seem appropriate for our work as stated in chapter one. 
A simple phenomenological model of neural excitation is a threshold-crossing 
model of firing. The model  generates an action potential when the membrane 
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potential crosses the threshold [7]. As the spike is an all-or-none phenomenon, 
they are fully characterized by their firing sequences. There are different ways of 
defining the membrane potential, threshold, refractory effects and 
accommodation effects in the phenomenological models. 
The integrate-and-fire model is one of earliest threshold models [107]. The 
moment of membrane voltage mV  crossing a fixed threshold defines the firing 
time and the membrane voltage mV   is calculated using Eq.(2.4.1), 
 ( ) mm dVI t C dt⋅=  (2.4.1) 
where mC  is the membrane capacity. This simple model is memoryless which 
could be modified with a refractory period. During the refractory period, firing is 
prohibited. However, under subthreshold stimulus, the model remains 
memoryless which cannot capture the neural behaviour of time-dependent 
memory. 
The leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) model is one of the best known formal 
phenomenological models. In the LIF model, the memory problem is solved by 
introducing a “leak” term to the membrane potential. Thus the model is modified 
as 
 ( )( )( ) dV tV tI t C
R dt
− =  (2.4.2) 
Multiplying Eq.(2.4.2) by R and introducing the time constant, ߬௠,  
 m R Cτ = ⋅  (2.4.3) 
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Eq.(2.4.2) yields the standard LIF form 
 ( ) ( ) ( )m
dV t V t R I t
dt
τ = − + ⋅  (2.4.4) 
Furthermore, a refractory period can be added to the standard LIF model. After 
an action potential, the neuron enters the refractory period instantaneously. 
During absolute refractory time, firing is prohibited, and the integration is 
restarted after ARP with a new initial condition. For simplicity, the initial 
condition is usually set to zero. 
Bruce et al. [46, 47] avoided the use of complex biophysical modelling, only 
considering the single-fibre rate-level function. Based on the physiological data 
from cat auditory nerve fibres, Bruce et al. developed a simplified, but stochastic, 
model of the auditory nerve (AN) by introducing Gaussian noise. Analytical 
expressions are derived for both single-pulse responses and pulse-train responses 
[51]. Thus, predictions can be simply computed and multiple iterations are not 
required. Bruce et al. [46, 47] successfully predicted the steady state of neural 
responses from cat auditory nerve fibres. Furthermore, predictions of 
psychophysical measures such as uncomfortable loudness, and the dynamic 
range were improved [66]. Therefore, stochastic activity is important in the 
design of a phenomenological model. This model will be used in this thesis, a 
detailed description is provided in chapter three. 
Collins et al. [108] investigated the ISI histogram of a single fibre using the 
Bruce et al. stochastic AN model [46, 47] and showed that the presence of noise 
reduced neural synchrony, which resulted in a more acoustic-like neural response. 
Yifang Xu et al. [69] adopted the same model with refractory function presented 
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by conditional probability using recursive method. The model is used to predict 
the threshold of noise-modulated pulse-train electrical stimuli, dynamic range 
and intensity discrimination. It is demonstrated that the dynamic range for noise-
modulated pulse-train stimuli should increase with additive noise. However, 
intensity discrimination under additive noise degrades. Predictions of the 
threshold match the psychophysical data derived from monkeys [109].     
As stated in chapter one, accommodation has significant effects on the neural 
representation of stimuli in the auditory nerve fibres. However, none of the above 
phenomenological models can predict accommodation behaviour.  
2.4.1 The LIFDT model 
A leaky integrate-and-fire model with dynamic threshold (LIFDT) is proposed by 
Allingham, et al. [19] on the basis of the standard LIF model. The standard LIF 
model is extended to have a stochastic membrane potential and a dynamic 
threshold which accounts for both refractory effects and accommodation effects. 
The noise term also enables the LIFDT model to produce stochastic activity. 
The dynamic threshold in the LIFDT model is not designed to capture 
accommodation effects at first, but to accurately predict the refractory period to 
sinusoidal stimuli across different frequencies. The dynamics of the LIFDT 
model are validated with extensive physiological data to sinusoidal electrical 
stimuli [19, 53, 110]. The dynamic threshold is built with the inactivation of 
sodium permeability from the F-H model [37], which also contributes to 
accommodation effects [10, 11, 92]. It enables the LIFDT model to incorporate 
accommodation mechanism and its predictions agreed with accommodation 
behaviour in the experimental data [19]. It is the first phenomenological model of 
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the auditory nerve that includes accommodation effects. A detailed description of 
this LIFDT model is presented in chapter three. 
2.5 Summary 
The current chapter has briefly reviewed some computational auditory nerve 
fibre models including the conductance-based H-H model, F-H model; stochastic 
ion channel gating models and phenomenological models. Previous studies of 
auditory nerve modelling provide different approaches of temporal coding. 
Conductance-based models and ion channel gating models are derived by the 
description of each ion channel state. Although the time of firing is illustrated, 
the threshold, interpulse interactions have to be further calculated. On the 
contrary, parameters of phenomenological models are directly related to 
experimental measurements, such as the membrane constant, ARP, RRP and the 
threshold. Therefore, it is more convenient to investigate the temporal response 
of phenomenological models.  
Neurophysiological data (presented in chapter three), that obtained from the 
auditory nerve of adult guinea pigs by Sly, et al.[16], were used. Only ten sets of 
data were available. Each set has ten data points. For such limited data, it is 
impractical to constrain forty parameters in conductance-based models and 
stochastic ion channel models. Therefore, phenomenological models with less 
ten parameters seem the most appropriate model for the analysis performed and 




3.1  Introduction 
Accommodation has a significant effect on the neural representation of stimuli 
by auditory nerve fibres. The lagged computational modelling is in part due to 
the historic lack of systematic auditory nerve fibre data. Recently neural response 
from animal models to both analogue electrical stimulation and pulsatile 
electrical stimulation were obtained, which reveal accommodation behaviour [16, 
17, 19]. It motivates us to further build a phenomenological model incorporating 
accommodation effects.  
As the LIFDT model successfully captured the accommodation behaviour to 
analogue stimulation, the thesis will investigate whether accommodation 
behaviour can be obtained from the LIFDT model subject to pulsatile stimulation. 
In this chapter, two phenomenological models are presented with the detailed 
temporal response, which will be used in this thesis. One is the LIFDT model in 
section 3.3; the other is the stochastic AN model of Bruce, et al. [46, 47, 51] in 
section 3.2. Bruce, et al.[51] proposed a theoretical analysis of the stochastic AN 
model. This theoretical approach is utilized to conduct the analytical 
approximation of the LIFDT model in chapter five. 
The neural response [16] to pulsatile stimulation from guinea pig auditory nerve 
fibres, a model of the electrically stimulated human auditory nerve, is also 
introduced in this chapter. The electrical stimuli were biphasic pulse trains. 
Extracellular recordings were made via a dorsal approach. The experiments are 
described in detail in section 3.4. The neural responses are presented in the form 
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of I/O curves and peristimulus time histogram (PST histogram) plots (defined in 
Figure 3-13). The I/O curve is generated to illustrate how single auditory nerve 
fibres’ firing efficiency varies against stimulus amplitude. The PST histogram 
plots are utilized to illustrate how single auditory nerve fibres’ excitability varies 
across pulse number. Analysis of the experimental data is demonstrated in 
chapter four.  
3.2 A stochastic AN model  
Bruce et al. developed a stochastic AN model of auditory nerve response to 
electrical stimulation [46, 47]. The model is a simple phenomenological 
threshold model and includes several neural parameters which controls the 
generation of spikes.  
For a single pulse stimulus, the mechanism is to compare the amplitude of the 
stimulus ௦ܸ௧௜௠  and threshold  ௧ܸ௛௥  , shown in Figure 3-1. If the stimulus ௦ܸ௧௜௠  
crosses the threshold ௧ܸ௛௥, a spike is generated. As only one pulse is delivered to 
the model, the refractory effects is not considered. The threshold consists of a 
fixed threshold potential ௧ܸ௛௥  and the membrane noise  ௡ܸ௢௜௦௘ . The membrane 
noise, which represents the membrane potential fluctuations, has been 
characterized by Verveen et al, [96, 99, 111, 112]. The noise has a Gaussian 
amplitude distribution and a 1/݂ spectrum.  
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Discharge is considered to be a success (expressed as “1”) and no discharge is 
considered to be a failure (expressed as “0”). Then an analytical expression for 
the discharge probability for any single pulse n is developed as follows, 
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n n nV V
< +⎧ ⎫= ⎨ ≥⎩ + ⎬⎭
 (3.2.2) 
As ௦ܸ௧௜௠ሺ݊ሻ  and ௧ܸ௛௥ሺ݊ሻ  are fixed within the pulse, we can rearrange the 
inequality in Eq.(3.2.2) as,  
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 (3.2.3) 
As the noise is normally distributed with a mean of zero and variance of ߪଶ, the 
probability density function (PDF) of the noise is plotted in Figure 3-2. 
Discharge occurs when the noise falls in the interval ሺെ∞, ௦ܸ௧௜௠ሺ݊ሻ െ ௧ܸ௛௥ሺ݊ሻሿ. 
The grey area represents the probability of discharge ݌ሺ݊ሻ, which is the integral 
of the noise PDF over the interval ሺെ∞, ௦ܸ௧௜௠ሺ݊ሻ െ ௧ܸ௛௥ሺ݊ሻሿ .  Thus the 
probability of discharge is related to an integrated Gaussian function given by 
Eq.(3.2.4). 
The discharge probability versus stimulus intensity (I/O function) is  
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Figure 3-4 A stochastic AN model: Pulse-train [46]. Details are explained in the following 
text. 
After a spike, the neuron is in its refractory period. The discharge probability to 
the single-pulse occurring in refractory period is defined as 
 
1 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
0 ( ) ( ) ( )
stim thr noise ref
ref
stim thr noise ref
V n V n V n V
p n
V n V n V n V
≥ + +⎧⎪= ⎨ < + +⎪⎩
 (3.2.7) 
The refractory function is set to infinity during ARP. Thus, no discharge occurs 
during that time. During the RRP, the refractory function, which is defined by an 
exponential function, falls monotonically to zero. Thus after the RRP, the neuron 
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−−
∞ ≤ ≤⎧⎪⎪= ⋅ < ≤⎨⎪ >⎪⎩
 (3.2.8) 
where t refers to the time after the action potential, the ARP lasts 0.7 ms, the 
RRP starts from 0.7 ms to 20 ms with a time-constant of 1.32ms. This model can 
be implemented by Monte Carlo simulation.  
The stochastic AN model of a pulse-train stimulus can be described as a renewal 
process. In a renewal process, the waiting times between successive occurrences 
of an event are mutually independent random variables having the same 
distribution [113]. For the stochastic AN model, the neuron begins the refractory 
period anew after each discharge. All the “memory” of previous discharge is lost. 
With the renewal process theory, analytical expressions for the mean and 
variance of the total discharge rate are derived under a noise-free pulse train of 
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evenly timed, uniform pulses. The theoretical analysis only studies stable state 
probability. It did not provide the neural response to each pulse. The stochastic 
AN model demonstrates that it is fundamental to include a stochastic component 
in auditory nerve models [46, 47, 51]. Furthermore, analytical expressions for 
other stochastic models can be derived based on the stochastic AN model for a 
single pulse stimulus.  
3.3 The LIFDT model 
The LIFDT model [19] is developed based on standard LIF model [114]. An 
action potential is generated when the membrane potential V crosses the 
threshold θ . 
The membrane potential V is defined by       
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 ( )V t V t S t D tmτ ξ= − + +  (3.3.1) 
where ( )V t  represents the membrane potential of the neuron at time t , mτ is the 
membrane time constant, which controls how quickly the nerve responds to the 
stimulation, ( )S t is the input stimulus, D is the noise intensity,  ( )tξ  is  Gaussian 
noise with ( ) ( ) ( )t t t tξ ξ δ′ ′= − and ( ) 0tξ = ,where ( )t tδ ′− is the Dirac delta 
function. 
The dynamic threshold θ  is defined by  
 















θθ θ= +  (3.3.4) 
where h  is the voltage-gated variable for inactivation of sodium permeability, hτ  
is the recovery time constant of h , h∞ is the asymptotic value of h , μ∞ is the 
offset for h∞ , σ∞ is the standard deviation of h∞ , 0θ  is the base value of the 
threshold and does not have physiological meaning, mθ  is the threshold 
multiplier and p is the multiplier of h . One set of parameter values of Eq.(3.3.1)
-(3.3.4) are given in Table 3-1, which are fitted to cat data [53]. 
Table 3-1  Fitted parameter values of the LIFDT model [53] 
SIMBOLS & UNIT D τm[ms] τh[ms] µ∞ [mV] σ∞ [mV] 
FITTED VALUE 0.01 0.7 1.9 -4.5 100 
SIMBOLS &UNIT θm [mV] θ0 [mV] p τabs [ms]  
FITTED VALUE 3 50 1.3 0.284  
 
The mechanisms of the LIFDT model are shown in Figure 3-5. Unlike the 
stochastic AN, the noise term is added to the membrane potential. The noise term 
originates from the fluctuations in the opening and closing of the ion channels 
[47, 112]. The Leaky integrator block represents the stochastic differential 
Eq.(3.3.1) for the membrane potential V . It takes the integrator of Stimulus and 
Noise by the membrane time constant mτ . A dynamic threshold θ  is derived 
based on the inactivation of sodium permeability variables h  from the F-H 
model [37], for which there is a strong relationship between inactivation of 
sodium permeability h  and the instantaneous stimulus amplitude required to 
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Figure 3-6 The relationship between the asymptotic value of the inactivation of sodium 
permeability and the membrane potential (Eq.(3.3.3)) 
The relationship between V and h∞  is shown in Figure 3-6. For fixed stimulus V , 
the variable h  approaches the asymptotic value ( )h V∞  with the time constant 
hτ .Therefore, the threshold θ  is stimulus-dependent at all times. 
For a particular electrical stimulus, the membrane potential V  and threshold θ  
can be calculated at any given time, t , according to Eq.(3.3.1)-(3.3.4). In this 
thesis the model is integrated using a two-step Heun scheme, as it is more 
accurate for integrating stochastic differential equations with Gaussian noise 
[115]. The code is presented in Appendix A. 
Unlike other phenomenological models [46, 69], both the membrane potential V  
and threshold θ  are dependent on the stimulus. Therefore, this model can 
respond to a suprathreshold stimulus and even to a subthreshold stimulus. 





















Consequently, it is suitable for investigating the accommodation effects. The 
neural responses of suprathreshold and subthreshold stimuli are presented in the 
following sections. 
3.3.1 Response to suprathreshold stimulus: Refractory effects 
When the membrane potential V  crosses the threshold θ , an action potential or 
spike is generated, then the neuron enters the refractory period instantaneously. 
In the model of Bruce, et al.,[46] refractoriness is defined separately. For ARP, 
the threshold is set to infinity. For RRP, an exponential function is used to 
describe the decreasing threshold. In the LIFDT model, refractoriness is defined 
implicitly, because h  and θ  are calculated during the refractory period. After a 
discharge, the membrane potential V  and gating variable h  are reset to zero, but 
not held constant for any period, and integration continues during ARP. The 
neuron’s “memory” is refreshed by resetting the membrane potential V  to zero. 
The threshold θ  is set to infinity when h  equals zero. As integration continues, 
h  approaches ( )h V∞ . The threshold θ  decreases smoothly to its resting value 
afterwards. An explicit ARP absτ is added to this model. Within the time of absτ , 
firing is prohibited even when the stimulus potential crosses the threshold.  
To demonstrate the refractory phenomenon more clearly, noise-free pulsatile 
stimuli are applied to the LIFDT model. The electrical stimuli are two biphasic 
pulses (50 μs/phase , 10 μs interphase gap, anodic phase first, at rates of 200 
pulses per second (pps)), which were also used in neurophysiological 
experiments discussed in section 3.4. The chosen stimulus amplitude only evokes 
an action potential at the first pulse but not the second. Figure 3-7 shows the 
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stimulus, no action potential is generated. The membrane potential V ”follows” 
the stimulus. The threshold θ  also responds to the stimulus. Firstly, it shifts then 
recovers to its resting value. Accommodation effects in the LIFDT model are 
further studied in chapter five. 
3.4 Experimental data 
Neurophysiological data was obtained from the auditory nerve of adult guinea 
pigs by Sly, et al.[16], which is a physiological model of the cochlear nerve. 
Extracellular recordings were made from the central axon of a single auditory 
nerve from adult guinea pigs.  
3.4.1 Experimental procedure  
The experimental details are described in [17]. The experimental set up is 
presented in Figure 3-9. In brief, the cochlear stimulating electrode was inserted 
into the scala tympani of the cochlea via a dorsal approach. Quartz glass 
recording electrodes were inserted into the cochlear nucleus toward the 
underlying auditory nerve. The stimulating electrode delivered the stimulus to 
the auditory nerve and the recording electrode measured the electrical activity of 
the auditory nerve. The electrical stimuli in the experiment were charge-balanced 
biphasic pulse trains (50 µs/phase, 10 µs interphase gap, cathodic phase first). 
With short duration charge-balanced biphasic pulsatile stimuli, the localized 
electrochemical reactions were reversed during the second phase of the biphasic 
current pulse. No net electrochemical products were formed. A single biphasic 
pulse is shown in Figure 3-10. Pulse trains at either 200 pps or 800 pps were 
presented for 100 ms within each trial. Thus, for a pulse train at 200 pps, 20 
pulses were delivered to the auditory nerve fibres. Likewise, 80 pulses were 
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Normally, firing efficiency (FE) is defined as the average firing rate over one 
trial (see Figure 3-11). Counting the spikes in one trial, which consists of N  




  (3.4.1) 
The PST Histogram presents the spike density of the neural response. In 
principle, it is defined as an average over several repetitions of the experiment 
[116, 117]. The same stimulation sequence is repeated several times. The spike 
number Kn is summed over all repetitions with a time window tΔ , which is 
typically about one or a few milliseconds. The neural response was recorded 
while the pulse trains are applied K  times. Then the spike density is given by 
 1 1 ( ; )Kn t t tt K
ρ = ⋅ + ΔΔ  (3.4.1) 
For these experimental data, because a significant number of firing probabilities 
is required to demonstrate how the nerve responses, each PST Histogram is 
calculated by a small population of auditory nerve fibres with a narrow range of 
FE. For example, the PST Histogram of FE 0.5 is constructed by averaging the 
response of all the auditory nerve fibres with FE of 0.5±0.1. In other words, FE is 
referred to as the mean firing probability of several fibres within the data pool.  
Furthermore, as the stimulus is a biphasic pulse train with very short duration 
(110 ߤݏ), the neuron can only fire once within each pulse. Therefore, there is no 
need to sum the spike number over all repetitions with a time window tΔ . 
Moreover, only fibres with response latencies smaller than 800 ߤݏ  were 
categorized as direct neural responses and fibres outside this criterion were 
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excluded. Thus, the spike number ݊௜ is summed from the start of the cathodic 
phase of the applied i’th pulse to the time line, which is 800 ߤݏ after the end of 
the anodic phase of the i’th pulse. An example of a constructed PST Histogram 
[16, 17] is shown in Figure 3-13. Assume the total number of auditory nerve 
fibres within specific range of FE (e.g. FEൌ 0.5 േ 0.1)  is M. For each single 
auditory nerve fibre, the same trial is repeated 50 times. Then the firing 
probability ip  at the i’th pulse is defined as, 
 ( )1 1
50i i
p n pulse i
M
= ⋅ ⋅   (3.4.2) 
 
Figure 3-13 Definition of the spike density in PST Histograms as an average over several 
runs of [116] 
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In other words, the constructed PST Histogram is not a continuous-time plot, but 
a discreet-time plot. Each PST Histogram was labelled by its firing efficiency FE, 
and the presented plot was normalized by the firing probability at the first pulse,   







=     (3.4.3)  
where nip is the normalized firing probability at the i’th pulse. 
Thus each curve was plotted with the first pulse firing probability equal to one 
(shown in Figure 3-14). Rewriting Eq.(3.4.3), the original firing probability ip at 
the i  ‘th pulse can be calculated given the value of FE and nip as,  
 1
n















  (3.4.5) 
 Thus the experimental data are transformed to their original version as shown in 
Figure 3-14. All the original PST histograms in response to a 200pps pulse train 
are presented in Figure 3-15. There was a drop in the firing probability after the 
first pulse. The suppression not only occurred at high FE, but also at low FE. For 
low FE (FE <0.4), the firing probability at the first pulse was about three times 
greater than the firing probability at subsequent pulses. For FE 0.05= , the 
auditory nerve fibres fired on average once every twenty pulses. It is unlikely 
that the suppression of firing is due to refractoriness as the nerve fibres rarely 
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fired. It is hypothothesised that accommodation results in this suppression. The 
experimental data will be further analysed in chapter four. 
 
Figure 3-14 Normalised data and Original data at FE 0.5= . 
 
Figure 3-15 Firing probability in response to a 200 pps pulse train stimulation, FE varies 
from 0.02 to 1.0 





















































3.4.3 Data considerations 
There are some methodological factors that should be considered for the 
neurophysiological data..  
First, stable recordings from single auditory nerve fibres are viable for short 
periods of time. The firing probability from one trial of 200-pps pulse train was 
different from other trial. The firing stability of one nerve fibre was examined by 
dividing the total number of spikes that occurred during the first 25 trials by the 
number that occurred during the last 25 trials [17]. This ratio was 1.54 േ 0.45 at 
a FE of 0.1; 1.27 േ 0.26  at a FE of 0.5 and 1.27 േ 0.26  at a FE of 0.9. It 
suggested that the error of measurement is greater at low FE.  
Second, to overcome the firing stability of one nerve fibre, the data were pooled 
across the auditory nerve fibres within defined ranges of FE. For example, the 
PST histogram of 0.5 FE was calculated by averaging responses of all auditory 
nerve fibres within a mean firing efficiency of 0.5 േ 0.1. For FE s of 0.02 and 
0.05, ranges of pooling were not specified, but one datum could only contribute 
to one histogram.  
3.5 Summary 
Two phenomenological models are compared in this chapter. The LIFDT model 
is the first phenomenological model that incorporates both refractory effects and 
accommodation effects. Since the acquired experimental data show some 
accommodation behaviour, we choose the LIFDT model to investigate the 
interpulse interactions in the experimental data.  The accommodation effects in 
will be studied in chapter four by using the LIFDT model and Chapter 6 by using 
the Markov model.      
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Chapter4. Fitting the LIFDT model to experimental 
data 
4.1 Introduction 
The LIFDT model and experimental data have been presented in previous 
chapter. The LIFDT model was developed using analogue sinusoidal stimuli [1] 
and hence has not been validated with pulsatile stimuli. The main objective in 
this chapter is to investigate whether the LIFDT model is applicable for pulsatile 
stimuli.  
The optimization of the LIFDT model with experimental data involves nine 
parameters as shown in Table 3-1. Previous optimization of the LIFDT model 
with sinusoidal stimulation was only based on steady state firing efficiencies [19]. 
However, the experimental data for pulsatile stimulation indicates the firing 
probability at the first pulse is significantly larger than that for the subsequent 
pulses, which does not seem attributable to refractory effects. After ten pulses, 
the firing probability becomes almost constant. In order to model this 
phenomenon by the LIFDT model, investigation of how the average firing 
efficiency across the whole pulse train varies on different values of the 
parameters is clearly insufficient. To take into account the non-stationary effects 
that accommodation introduces, the optimization should be constructed based on 
the firing probability at each pulse. 
The experimental data contain ten curves with FE  ranging from 0.02 to 1.0. 
Each curve has twenty data points. Hence, there are two hundred experimental 
data points in total. 
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The goodness function for the optimization was the sum of errors between two 
hundred experimental data points and simulation results from the LIFDT model. 
Monte Carlo simulations of the LIFDT model were performed using one 
thousand iterations. Consequently this full optimization is time consuming and 
computational laborious. Moreover, the main difficultly was that the formulated 
goodness function actually calculates the error in the firing probabilities, which 
was not continuous as a function of each parameter.  
To avoid massive computational calculations, the experimental data are first 
analysed to provide approximate ranges of the parameters for the LIFDT model 
in section 4.2. From the experimental data, the I/O function for 200pps pulse 
train was generated by plotting FE against stimulus amplitude. To investigate the 
response at each pulse, new I/O curves were generated by plotting the firing 
probabilities at each pulse against stimulus amplitude. A simplified I/O curve 
analysis for the LIFDT model is derived in section 4.3 based on the stochastic 
AN model [51]. Then the experimental data were fitted to this simplified I/O 
curve in section 4.4. The fitting results provide approximate ranges for some 
parameters of the LIFDT model. Given the range of parameter values, initial 
assessment of fitting the LIFDT model is achieved in section 4.5.  
4.2 Analysis of experimental data  
From experimental data, the I/O function for electrical stimuli at 200pps was 
generated in Figure 3-12, which only presented the relationship between the 
average firing probability (FE) over all pulses and the stimulus amplitude. Since 
we are interested in the firing probability for the first few pulses, a new I/O 
function at each individual pulse is constructed.  
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Taking the I/O function at the first pulse as an example: For each FE, the firing 
probability at the first pulse , ݌ଵ, is obtained from its PST histogram. Instead of 
the FE s, ݌ଵs are plotted against the stimulus amplitude. Then, the I/O function at 
the first pulse includes ten data points.  
 
Figure 4-1 Discharge probability versus stimulus amplitude at each pulse: the experimental 
data 
The same process was repeated from the second pulse to the tenth pulse. The 
observation from the PST histogram indicates that the neural response after nine 
pulses is almost constant (except for FE 0.5= ). The auditory nerve fibre achieves 
its steady state. Therefore, the I/O functions of the eleventh pulse and subsequent 
pulses are not generated. All the acquired data are plotted in Figure 4-1. 
In Figure 4-1, the data points of the firing probabilities for the 1st pulse are all 
above those of the firing probabilities for the subsequent pulses. There is an 
































obvious suppression of the firing probabilities at the second pulse (compared to 
the firing at the first pulse).  
4.3 Theoretical calculation of I/O functions for the LIFDT model 
with simplified threshold  
The I/O data points at each individual pulse is shown in Figure 4-1. Usually an 
integrated Gaussian curve was used to fit the I/O function [17, 47, 69]. The 
integrated Gaussian curve has two parameters, the mean ߤ  and the standard 
deveiation  ߪ. The RS at each pulse can be calculated according to Eq.(3.2.6). 
Additionally, Bruce et al. [51] proposed a theoretical calculation of the I/O curve 
of the stochastic AN model based on a PDF function of the noise term. Since the 
LIFDT model has the same noise term, this section will derive a theoretical 
calculation of the I/O curve for the LIFDT model. This theoretical calculation 
will provide information directly related to the parameters in the LIFDT model, 
in this section a theoretical calculation of I/O functions for the LIFDT model is 
developed. Fitting the I/O data points at each pulse can constrain some of the 
parameters in LIFDT model. 
Before the calculation of the theoretical I/O function for LIFDT model, an 
approximation of the threshold and the application of the stimulus is made as 
follows: 
As refractory effects in the LIFDT model are achieved by resetting the variable ݄ 
to zero, analytical approximation of the threshold is complicated. Hence, the 
threshold ߠ will be simplified in the following sections.     
The electrical stimuli used in the experimental data were charge-balanced, 
biphasic current (cathodic phase first) shown in Figure 3-10. The resting 
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potential of a neuron is usually in the range from -70 to -80mV [114]. During the 
cathodic phase of a biphasic pulse, the membrane potential of the neuron rises 
towards the threshold [7]. When the membrane potential crosses the threshold, an 
action potential is generated. Then anodic phase of the biphasic pulse is applied, 
and the electrochemical reactions are reversed. In previous study of the LIFDT 
model, the resting potential is set at around 53 mV. The membrane potential V  
rises with anodic current, falls with cathodic current, which is in the opposite 
direction to real neuron response. Therefore, when applying the biphasic pulse to 
the LIFDT model, the anodic phase should come first then the cathodic phase. In 
this way, the neural response is in accordance with the real neuron response. A 
single pulse from a pulse train, applied to the LIFDT model, is plotted in Figure 
4-2 . 
4.3.1 I/O at the first pulse 
First, an analytical expression for the LIFDT model to the first pulse of the 
200pps pulse train is developed. This analysis is straightforward because there is 
no refractoriness to take into account. The response of the membrane potential 
and the threshold to a single pulse is calculated by solving the differential 
equations Eq.(3.3.1)-(3.3.4). Then the stochastic AN model for a single pulse 
(presented in section 3.2) is utilized to calculate the firing probability at the first 
pulse.  
In order to solve the differential equations, the biphasic pulse train is 
approximated by a combination of a positive Dirac Delta and a negative Dirac 
Delta function with an interval of τ, (shown in Figure 4-2). Each Dirac Delta 
function is applied in the middle of the anodic/cathodic phase. The origin is 
horizontally shifted along the x axis bu 25 µs. The stimulus function is written as   
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 ( ) ( )( )S t t tδ δ τ= − −  (4.3.1) 
where τ =60 µs.  
 
Figure 4-2 Single Biphasic pulse train (50 μs/phase, 10 μs interphase gap, anodic phase first) 
applied to the LIFDT model. It is approximated to a positive Dirac Delta and negative 
Dirac Delta function with an interval of 60 μs.  
In the LIFDT model, the membrane potential V  is defined by an ordinary 
differential equation, Eq.(3.3.1). As the noise is calculated separately by an 
integrated Gaussian function, the noise intensity is set to zero in Eq.(3.3.1). Thus 
Eq.(3.2.9) is changed into a noise free  deterministic version, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )V t V t S tmτ = − +  (4.3.2) 
To solve the differential Eq.(4.3.2), the Laplace transform was applied to both 
sides of Eq.(4.3.2), to give, 


























 ( ) ( ) ( )( )0( ) ( ) | ( )m tV s s V t V s t tτ δ δ τ=− = − + − −L  (4.3.3) 
where the standard ‘over bar’ is used to denote Laplace transform and 
0( ) | 0tV t = = .  
The Laplace transform of a unit impulse (Dirac Delta function) is 1. However, 
the weighting of the delta function is obtained by calculating the distributed area 
under one part of the biphasic pulse. As seen in Figure 4-2 the distributed area of 
a positive impulse and a negative impulse are the same. It is equal to the 
amplitude of the impulse amplitude A multiplied by the duration of the impulse T 
(T=50 µs). Thus 
 ( ) ( )0( ) ( ) | ( ) 1 sm tV s s V t V s AT e ττ −=− = − + −  (4.3.4) 










−⎛ ⎞= ⋅ −⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠  (4.3.5) 
Then, taking the inverse Laplace transform to get the general solution 
 ( )
( )




A TV t pulse e u t e u t
τ
τ τ ττ
− − −⎛ ⎞⋅= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (4.3.6) 








<⎧= ⎨ ≥⎩  (4.3.7) 
The maximum amplitude of the membrane potential during the first pulse is 
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 max (1 )  =
st
m
A TV pulse τ
⋅  (4.3.8) 
The threshold of the LIFDT model is approximated as an average threshold ௜ܷ at 
the ݅Ԣݐ݄ pulse. In the LIFDT model, an action potential is generated when the 
membrane potential crosses the threshold. The noise term is added to the 
membrane potential, hence for a given membrane potential, threshold and noise 
distribution, the firing probability can be derived according to the stochastic 
auditory nerve model [47] as follows. 
Assume an action potential only occurs when the membrane potential reaches its 
maximum value during a pulse period. (This assumption will be validated in 
section 4.4). Then a spike is generated at the first pulse when 
 max 1(1  )
st
noiseV pulse V U+ >  (4.3.9) 
Substituting (4.3.8) into (4.3.9) and rearranging the inequality gives, 
 1noise
m
ATV U τ> −  (4.3.10) 
The noise is defined by a Gaussian distribution. As the noise factor is involved in 
the differential equation Eq.(3.3.1) with density D and time constant mτ , the 
















−−=  (4.3.11) 
where 0μ = and 21
m
Dσ τ=  
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The probability of discharge is related to the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of the noise. According to Eq.(4.3.10), discharge occurs when the noise 
probability falls within the interval 1 ,
m
ATU τ











= ∫  (4.3.12) 






















Dσ τ=  (4.3.14) 
Thus the relationship of the firing probability at the first pulse against stimulus 
amplitude is established by Eq.(4.3.13) and (4.3.14). 1p is only dependent on the 
amplitude of the stimulus with two variables: 1U and 
2
1σ .  
4.3.2 I/O at the second pulse 
For the second pulse, the dynamic of the neuron is more complicated. The 
neuron response is influenced by noise, accommodation effects and also 
refractory effects. 
For the 200pps pulse train, the second pulse is applied 5ms after the first pulse. 
The stimulus is 
  (S
where 2t  i
Take Eq.(4
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− − −⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⋅=   (4.3.17) 
The simulation results demonstrate that the difference between the maximum 
value of the membrane potential at the first pulse and second pulse is 0.19% of 
its value. The maximum value of the membrane potential at the tenth pulse is the 
same as that at the second pulse. The shifted response in the membrane potential 
only affects the second pulse, and does not build up in subsequent pulses. 
It seems that after 5 ms the first pulse’s influence on the membrane potential dies 
away. Therefore, the maximum membrane potential at the second pulse is 
simplified as, 
 max (2 )  =
nd
m
A TV pulse τ
⋅  (4.3.18) 
For the second pulse, refractory effects are taken into account. The overall 
threshold is denoted by ܷଶ. Due to refractory effects, the threshold is raised and 
firing is suppressed. Moreover, refractory effects may change the behaviour of 
the membrane noise[47]. It is not clear whether refractory effects will change the 
slope of the I/O curve. Thus the variance of the noise is not necessarily related to 
noise intensity for the second pulse. It is simply denoted by 22σ .  
The relationship of the firing probability at the second pulse against stimulus 


















= ∫  (4.3.19)     
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4.3.3 Calculation of firing probability at the i’th pulse 
Finally, an analytical expression for the LIFDT model to each pulse of a 200pps 
pulse train is derived. Based on previous analysis, the maximum membrane 
potential is approximated to 
m
AT
τ for each pulse. However, threshold and noise 
variance change between pulses. The I/O function for the i’th pulse can therefore 



















= ∫  (4.3.20) 
where  iU  is the threshold for the i’
th pulse, 2iσ  is the noise variance of the i’th 
pulse. 
4.3.4 The accuracy of the theoretical calculation 
This theoretical calculation Eq.(4.3.20) is derived with several approximations 
and assumptions. The most important assumption is that action potential only 
occurs at the maximum value of the membrane potential during a pulse period.  
In order to investigate the accuracy of this assumption, the theoretical calculation 
Eq.(4.3.13) is compared with the simulation result of the LIFDT model to a 
single pulse stimulus. The parameter values are taken from Table 3-1. Monte 
Carlo simulation of the LIFDT model is performed with one thousand iterations. 
1U  is set by Eq.(3.3.4), where t =25 µs. That is the threshold of the LIFDT model 
when the membrane voltage reaches its maximum amplitude. The results are 
shown in Table 4-1.  
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The results of the theoretical calculation Eq.(4.3.13) are consistent with 
simulation results of the LIFDT model, even at low FE. The prediction of 
Eq.(4.3.13) is not degraded. This suggests that the assumption on the firing time 
is correct. Therefore, it is appropriate to apply these theoretical calculations to 
study the experimental data. 
Table 4-1 Comparison of the theoretical calculations of Eq.(4.3.13) and simulation results of 
the LIFDT model at the first pulse 
Stimulus(mA)  420 435 447 456 465 471 480 496 


















4.4 Fitting results of the theoretical calculations 
Thus, the theoretical calculation Eq.(4.3.20) is fitted to the experimental data 
(shown in Figure 4-1) using the Levenberg-Marquardt Method [118]. Ten 
integrated Gaussian curves are fitted to the experimental data. The fitting results 
are plotted in Figure 4-4.  
Each integrated Gaussian curve is presented with a specific markers and line 
style as shown in the legend. The markers represent the fitted points, not the 
experimental data point, and are included to improve clarity. The result of fitting 
is given in Table 4-2. The goodness of fit is presented by the sum of squares due 






Figure 4-4 I/O curves of the theoretical calculations Eq.(4.3.20) to the experimental data. 
Only the firing probabilities (I/O curves) from the theoretical calculations are plotted. The 
markers do not stand for the experimental data points, but are used to distinguish different 
line types.       
Table 4-2 Fitting results of the theoretical calculations Eq.(4.3.20) to the experimental data 
݅௧௛pulse  1 2 3 4 5 
iU (mV) 33.68 35.19 34.84 35.32 35.06 
2
iσ  4.012 1.749 2.779 2.902 3.015 
RS 0.0595 0.0376 0.0478 0.0482 0.0495 
SSE 0.1634 0.0708 0.0506 0.1673 0.1607 
݅௧௛pulse  6 7 8 9 10 
iU (mV) 35.27 35.08 35.24 35.11 35.21 
2
iσ  3.320 2.688 2.416 1.793 1.960 
RS 0.0517 0.0467 0.0441 0.0381 0.0398 
SSE 0.1287 0.1066 0.1020 0.0099 0.0001 
 
From Figure 4-4, it is apparent that the firing probabilities at the first pulse (solid 
line with asterisk markers) are higher than those of subsequent pulses for most 
stimulus intensities. This occurs because ଵܷ is smaller than ௜ܷ |௜வଵ for subsequent 
































pulses. The I/O curves for the second pulse and subsequent pulses have similar 
values of threshold, ௜ܷ , and hence approximately align. Also the variance and RS 
at the first pulse are biggest compared to those of subsequent pulses. RS, which 
is defined in Eq.(3.2.6), controls the slope of the I/O curve. The RS value varies 
in a narrow range but has the highest value at the first pulse. The neural response 
at the second pulse is suppressed for all stimulus intensity. The threshold 2U  is 
4.45% bigger than 1U . The variance 
2
2σ  is 56.41% less than 21σ . From the 
second pulse to the tenth pulse, changes in the slopes of the I/O curves and the 
amplitudes of the threshold ௜ܷ are quite small.  
To analyse the data in detail, the fitted I/O curves are now plotted with the 
original experimental data. According to Eq.(4.3.14), as 21σ  is fixed, the ratio of 
/ mD τ  is then fixed. The membrane time constant is set from a previous study 
[19], as it well captures the temporal response of feline auditory nerve fibres. 
Thus, D is calculated according to Eq.(4.3.11). The fitted parameters of the 
LIFDT model are demonstrated in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Fitting the parameters in LIFDT model by I/O curve for the 1st pulse 
τm (ms) D 
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is generated. After the first pulse, the probability of firing is denoted as “ 1p ”. 
Therefore, the probability of not firing at the first pulse is 11 p− . It is now 
necessary to calculate the probability of firing at the second pulse, which is 
denoted as “ 2p ”. Under our assumption, those neurons that fired at the first pulse 
cannot fire at the second pulse. Only those that did not fire at the first pulse can 
generate a spike at the second pulse. As it is assumed no accommodation effects 
are present, the probability of firing at the second pulse on condition that it did 
not fire at the first pulse is the same as the probability of firing at the first pulse.            
 
Figure 4-6 All the possible responses of the neuron to two biphasic pulses. Detail is 
explained in the text.  
According to Figure 4-6, the firing probability at the second pulse 2p  can be 
calculated as  
 [ ]2 1 1 10 1p p p p= × + − ⋅  (4.3.21) 
where 1p   is taken from the fitted I/O curve of the first pulse, 2p  represents the 
firing probability due to ARP.  
The results are plotted in Figure 4-7. The solid line is the fitted I/O curve of the 















circle markers represent the data of the second pulse. The dash-dot line with 
right-pointing triangle markers is 2p , calculated from Eq.(4.3.21). 2p  is only 
calculated for FE 0.3< . For higher FE , 2p  is not calculated because the 
probability is underestimated by the assumption that the ARP is longer than 5ms. 
 
Figure 4-7 The maximum suppression of firing probability due to refractory effects only 
For low FE (0.02, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2), 2p  is above the original experimental data 
2p . It is demonstrated that even a hypothesised maximum suppression of firing 
due to refractory effects is not enough to result in the suppressed firing rates in 
the experimental data at the 2nd pulse. Therefore, the suppression phenomenon 
must be due to non-refractory effects; accommodation effects are the most likely 
candidate to explain the enhanced suppression of the firing rate.  
From the analysis in the previous section, both accommodative mechanisms and 
refractory mechanisms contribute to the suppression after the first pulse. 
Consequently the overall threshold is influenced by both mechanisms.  




















Fitting of 1st pulse





Refractoriness is commonly defined by an exponential function which is 
independent on stimulus intensity. However, for high stimulus intensity, most 
neurons will fire at the first pulse and enter the refractory period. If the refractory 
period of the neuron is longer than 5 ms, then the threshold of the second pulse is 
increased. Therefore, the overall threshold of the second pulse for high stimulus 
intensity is increased. For fixed high stimulus intensity, as the overall threshold 
௜ܷ is increased after the first pulse due to refractoriness, the firing probability 
under the same stimulus intensity should decrease.  
The increase in the overall threshold ௜ܷ was observed from Table 4-2, and the 
decreasing of the firing probability at high stimulus intensity was observed in 
Figure 4-4 as well. What interests us is that the same size of decreasing in the 
firing probability under fixed stimulus intensity was observed at low stimulus 
intensities, which must result mainly from accommodation effects. It implies that 
accommodation effects may have the same size of suppression on firing for low 
stimulus intensities as refractory effects have in high stimulus intensity. As the 
firing in low stimulus intensities is relatively smaller than in high stimulus 
intensities, the accommodation may have a severe suppression of firing 
compared to the refractoriness.        
The accommodative mechanism is not fully understood from the presented PST 
histograms (Figure 3-15). As the I/O curve for a single pulse were not obtained 
experimentally, it is not clear how long it will take accommodation effects to 
fully recover. Other physiological data from guinea pigs [16] indicate that the 
accommodative mechanism starts about 1 ms after a subthreshold pulse and takes 
full effects about 5 ms after the pulse.  
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This is consistent with the presented experimental data: For all FEs, the firing 
probabilities at the second pulse (applied 5 ms after the first pulse) are 
maximumally suppressed. The firing probabilities of the neuron on the 
application of the third pulse are not further suppressed compared to those 
observed when a second pulse is applied. 
In the stochastic AN model [47], the variance of the noise is a random variable, 
which itself is normally distributed. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed fixed 
during simulation [47]. The impact of this simplification is studied by Xu and 
Collins [69]. Xu and Collins demonstrated that the model with fixed parameters 
and the model with random parameters provide identical statistics. They 
proposed another method to fit the I/O curve at individual pulse: set the variance 
of noise as constant (ߪଵଶ ), and fit the overall threshold only. A least squares 
method (Gauss-Newton algorithm) is used for this fitting. Figure 4-8 shows the 
fitting of the firing probability at the second pulse with different parameters. The 
firing probabilities corresponding to the first pulse are marked by the star 
markers and by the circle markers for those corresponding to the 2nd pulse.  The 
solid line (1st pulse) and dotted line (2nd pulse) were both fitted with two 
parameters iU  and 
2
iσ  . The dashed line represents the result when fitted to only 




Figure 4-8 Fitted I/O curves of the theoretical calculation Eq. (4.3.19)  at the second pulse 
by different fitting methods 
Table 4-4 Fitting results of the theoretical calculation Eq. (4.3.19)  by different fitting 
methods for the first two pulses 
 iU (mV) 2iσ  R.S SSE 
Fitted I/O curve of 1st pulse  33.68 4.012 0.0595 0.1634 
Fitted I/O curve of 2nd pulse   35.19 1.749 0.0376 0.0708 
Fitted I/O curve of 2nd pulse  with 
fixed 2iσ  
35.19 4.012 0.0567 0.1459 
 
The SSE in Table 4-4 indicates that fitting with two parameters provides a better 
fit. Although the SSE in the third row doubled the SSE in the second row, in 
Figure 4-8, the I/O curves of the second pulse fitted with different variable 
intersect at the point where the firing probability is 0.5. Although it has been 
discussed that the overall threshold 2U  varies with stimulus intensities, the 
identical fitting result for 2U  still provides an approximate threshold for the 
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Chapter5. Analytical approximation of the LIFDT 
model 
5.1 Introduction 
The initial fit to the LIFDT model failed to represent the strong accommodation 
effects in neurophysiological data. As stated in section 4.1, the full optimization 
of the LIFDT model is quite challenging. It is therefore advantageous to derive 
an analytical approximation of the LIFDT model and investigate how the 
parameters of the model affect the accommodation effects. The analytical 
approximation can provide a theoretical expression of the firing probability 
instead of relying on simulations of the model. Additionally, this theoretical 
model can improve computational efficiency, which is crucial when simulating a 
large population of nerve fibres.   
A simplified I/O function of the LIFDT model is developed previously in chapter 
four section 4.3, in which the threshold is assumed fixed. The value of the 
threshold is determined from the measured neurophysiological data [16]. 
Although this simplification makes the analysis more straightforward, the 
simplified analytical model is only valid for a single-pulse stimulus; it is 
therefore unable to accurately describe the firing probabilities due to subsequent 
pulses.   
In section 5.2.1, a full analytical model is derived by extending the simplified 
model with analytical expressions of the threshold response, ( )tθ , for a single-
pulse stimulus. Then it is extended to describe the response to a pulse-train 
stimulus in section 5.2.2. The difference between predicting the neural response 
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to a single-pulse stimulus and the pulse-train stimulus relies on whether previous 
discharge has influence on the current pulse. In the LIFDT model, both 
accommodative mechanisms and refractory mechanisms are included when 
predicting the response to a pulse train, as shown in Chapter 3 with noise-free 
stimulus. For a noise-modulated pulse-train stimulus, it is complicated to 
calculate the firing probability theoretically concerning both accommodation 
effects and refractory effects, because each auditory nerve fibre responds 
independently from other fibres according to the stochastic noise term. As the 
initial fitting of the LIFDT model cannot capture the strong accommodation 
effects in neurophysiological data, first we try to predict the neural response 
concerning the accommodative mechanism only. In other words, if the neuron 
has fired, it is assumed to be fully recovered when the next pulse applied. The 
validation of the full analytical model is presented in section 5.3. The theoretical 
model is validated by Monte Carlo simulation results of the LIFDT model to 
both single-pulse and pulse-train stimuli. 
Although the LIFDT model is built with an accommodative mechanism, it is not 
affected by the parameters  of Table 3-1. The maximum accommodation effects 
in the LIFDT model are theoretically investigated in section 5.4. Also, we study 
the impact of different parameter selection on neural responses. Both theoretical 
analysis and Monte Carlo simulations perform these predictions. Discussions and 
conclusions are drawn in section 5.5.  
5.2 Analytical approximation of LIFDT model: linear approximation  
The LIFDT model has been presented in section 3.3. The values of all parameters 
from the LIFDT model are taken from Table 3-1. The pulsatile stimulus was 
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described in section 4.3. First, an analytical approximation of the LIFDT model 
is derived in section 5.2.1 for simulation of a single-pulse response, because it 
avoids the complicated interpulse interactions. The single-pulse result is valid for 
any pulse whose response properties are not dependent on any previous pulses.  
Second, the theoretical model is extended to a subthreshold pulse-train response 
in section 5.2.2. The response to the first pulse in the pulse-train is identical to 
the response to a single-pulse stimulus. The theoretical analysis of a single-pulse 
response is used as the basis for an extension to describe the pulse-train response.  
5.2.1 Analytical approximation of LIFDT model to a single-pulse stimulus 
The LIFDT model is a stochastic model with Gaussian white noise. In order to 
derive the analytical expression of the LIFDT model to a single-pulse stimulus, it 
is necessary to investigate the responses of ( )V t and ( )tθ  to a single-pulse 
stimulus without noise first. 
The single-pulse stimulus has been presented in Figure 4-2 where the single-
pulse stimulus is approximated by the combination of a positive and a negative 
Dirac Delta function. To increase the accuracy, the single biphasic pulse stimulus 
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where ܣ is the amplitude of the stimulus, ଵܶ ൌ 50 μs is the duration of the step 
function,  ଶܶ ൌ 10 μs  is the interphase gap and ݑሺݐሻ is the unit step function. 
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To calculate the membrane potential, the Laplace transform is applied to both 
sides of the differential equation Eq.(4.3.24). The standard over bar is used to 
denote Laplace Transform.  Using standard transforms leads to; 
 ( ) 1 2 1 2( ) (2 )11( ) (0) ( ) [ ]T s T T s T T sm e e eV s s V V s A s s s sτ
− − + − +
⋅ − = − + ⋅ − − + (4.3.25) 
where the initial condition is ܸሺ0ሻ ൌ 0 . Solving for ( )V s  yields, 
 1 1 2 1 2( ) (2 )( ) [1 ]
( 1)
T s T T s T T s
m
AV s e e e
s sτ
− − + − += ⋅ − − ++  (4.3.26) 
Then, take the inverse Laplace transform to get the general solution yields, 
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(4.3.27) 
The theoretical solution of the membrane potential, Eq.(4.3.6), is compared with 
the simulation results of LIFDT model in Figure 5-2. As noise is not included in 
the calculation, the LIFDT model was executed once with a two-step Heun 
scheme [115]. The time step for integration was 0.1 μs. The amplitude of the 
stimulus, A, was 800 mA. The simulation is also performed to derive responses 
of ݄ஶሺݐሻ, ݄ሺݐሻ and  ߠሺݐሻ: these results are presented in the following figures. The 
theoretical solutions are plotted in solid lines with square markers and the 
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Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Eq.(4.3.32) to get the general solution, 
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Then substituting Eq.(4.3.36) into Eq.(3.3.4), the threshold ( )tθ  can be 
calculated theoretically. The theoretical solutions of ( )h t  and ( )tθ are compared 
separately with the simulation results in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6.  
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However, as seen in Figure 5-2, the membrane potential ܸሺݐሻ only exceeds 50 
mV in an approximate interval ሾ ଵܶ,   ଵܶ ൅ ଶܶሿ. The duration of this interval is 
around 10 µs, which is only 10% of the total duration of the anodic phase and the 
cathodic phase. Thus, the theoretical model can still successfully predict the 
response of ݄ሺݐሻand ߠሺݐሻ (as shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6). For larger 
stimulus amplitude, the duration of ܸሺݐሻ  exceeding 50 mV gets longer. 
Predictions of neural response may be further degraded. Validation of the 
theoretical model is presented in section 5.3. 
The theoretical solution to the noise free single-pulse stimulus is built with four 
algebraic equations, Eq.(4.3.6), Eq.(4.3.28), Eq.(4.3.36) and Eq.(3.3.4). It 
provides a simplified expression of the LIFDT model. In Figure 5-2, the 
membrane potential ܸሺݐሻ increases monotonically during the anodic phase of the 
single-pulse stimulus. It reaches the maximum voltage at the end of the anodic 
phase ሺݐ ൌ ଵܶሻ .  ܸሺݐሻ  decreases monotonically afterwards. In Figure 5-6, the 
threshold ߠሺݐሻ  increases monotonically during the single-pulse stimulus. It 
reaches the maximum voltage just before the end of the cathodic phase (ݐ ൌ
2 ଵܶ ൅ ଶܶ). ߠሺݐሻ decreases after the stimulus. Therefore without the noise, when 
the single-pulse stimulus is delivered, the only chance of firing depends on 
whether the maximum membrane potential,ܸሺ ଵܶሻ, crosses the threshold, ߠሺ ଵܶሻ.  
With the knowledge of the neural response to the noise free single-pulse stimulus, 
the theoretical model is expanded to capture the behaviour of noise. The noise 
used in the LIFDT model is Gaussian white noise, which is applied to the 
membrane potential, Eq.(3.3.1). The same Gaussian white noise is used in the 
stochastic auditory nerve model (presented in section 3.2, [47]). Therefore, the 
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stochastic auditory nerve model, Eq.(3.2.4) and Eq.(3.2.5), is modified to obtain 
the analytical approximation of the LIFDT model.  
In the LIFDT model, a spike is generated when the membrane potential crosses 
the threshold. So the two parameters to be compared are ܸሺݐሻ  and ߠሺݐሻ . 
According to Eq.(4.3.6) and Eq.(3.3.4), ܸሺݐሻ and ߠሺݐሻ follow the biphasic pulse 
instantaneously. ܸሺݐሻ varies in the interval [-5, 60]mV (as shown in Figure 5-2) 
and ߠሺݐሻ varies in the interval [57.6, 57.7]mV (as shown in Figure 5-6). To 
utilize the stochastic auditory nerve model, several approximations have to be 
made. 
• Based on previous analysis of noise-free neural response, assume a spike 
is generated only in response to the maximum membrane potential during 
a pulse, max
nV .   
• The threshold ( )tθ is assumed constant during the anodic phase of the 
pulse ݊ . It is denoted as nθ . The value of nθ  is calculated by 
max
nV  
accordingly.      
Therefore, for any single pulse ݊, the membrane potential and the threshold are 
compared only at the time, ଵܶ  , when the membrane potential reaches its 
maximum amplitude. The noise is denoted as noiseV , which has a Gaussian 
amplitude distribution. Following these approximations, the LIFDT model is in 
effects a Bernoulli process according to the stochastic auditory nerve model 
(presented in section3.2). The probability of firing during pulse n is denoted as 
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 (4.3.38) 
The discharge occurs when the noise falls in the interval ሾߠ௡ െ ௠ܸ௔௫௡ ,∞ሻ. The 
noise is a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance ߪଶ, which is also 
used in the stochastic AN model. Thus the discharge probability versus stimulus 






























The integrated-Gaussian can be written as an error function, 
 max1( ) (1 ( ))
2 2
n n
p n Verf θσ
−= +  (4.3.40) 
According to Eq.(4.3.6), the maximum membrane potential ௠ܸ௔௫௡   is given by 
 1 /max 1 ( ) (1 )
mTnV V T A e τ−= = −  (4.3.41) 
and ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ and ߠሺ ଵܶሻ are calculated accordingly as, 
 1 1 1/ / /1( ) (0) (1 )
h m hT T Tm mh T h Ab e e e
m h m h
τ τ ττ τ
τ τ τ τ









θθ θ θ= = +  (4.3.43) 
Therefore, Eq.(4.3.40) can be written as 
 1 1( )1( ) (1 ( ))
2 2
( )Vp n erf T Tθσ
−= +  (4.3.44) 
where 1( )V T is calculated by Eq.(4.3.43) and 1( )Tθ  is calculated by Eq.(4.3.42) 
and Eq.(4.3.43).This gives the approximated analytical result for the firing 
probability of the LIFDT model to a single-pulse stimulus. The function ( )p n  is 
dependent on the stimulus amplitude A with six independent parameters: 
0, , , ,m h mpτ τ θ θ  and σ . Predictions of a single-pulse response can be computed 
simply using Eq.(4.3.44). It is more efficient than Monte Carlo simulations of the 
LIFDT model, because it does not require multiple iterations. The results are 
presented in section 5.3. As the membrane potential ( )V t  and the threshold ( )tθ  
both have complex dynamics, it is difficult to conduct an analysis of the error 
introduced by all the assumptions and approximations. However, predictions of 
the neural response to a single-pulse stimulus by the theoretical model, 
Eq.(4.3.44), are compared with simulation results for the LIFDT model in section 
5.3.  
5.2.2 Analytical approximation of LIFDT model to a subthreshold pulse-
train stimulus 
The analytical approximation of the LIFDT model to a single-pulse stimulus was 
established in previous section. It speeds up the calculation of large-scale 
population responses. However, pulse-train stimuli are typically used in 
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 1 1( )1(1) (1 ( ))
2 2
( )Vp erf T Tθσ
−= +  (4.3.45) 
For 200pps pulse-train stimulus, the second pulse is delivered 5ms after the first 
pulse. The same process (section 5.2.1) is applied to the LIFDT model to get the 
general solution (Proof: see Appendix B). The only chance of firing on the 
second pulse is still at the end of the anodic phase. It depends on whether the 
maximum membrane potential, ܸሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ, crosses the threshold, ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ. 













θ πσ= + = +
∞ −
−
= ∫  (4.3.46) 
where  ߪଶ is variance of the noise, value of threshold and membrane potential at 
the end of anodic phase (ݐ ൌ ݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ can be calculated according to Eq(10,13,14) 
in Appendix B. 
Thus, Eq.(4.3.46) can be written as 
 2 1 2 1
( ) ( )1(2) (1 )
2 2




+ − += +  (4.3.47) 
This gives the approximated analytical result for the firing probability of the 
LIFDT model to the second pulse of a two-pulse stimulus on condition that the 
nerve fibre does not fire on the first pulse. The function (2)p is developed based 
on the theoretical model to a single-pulse stimulus, Eq.(4.3.44).  It is dependent 
on stimulus amplitude A  with six independent parameters: 0, , , ,m h mpτ τ θ θ and 
σ . However, it only predicts accommodation effects in the pulse-train response. 
The refractory effects, the major part observed in interpulse interactions, are not 
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included in Eq.(4.3.47). A statistical model developed in Chapter 6 describes the 
refractory effects. In this chapter, only accommodation effects are theoretically 
studied. This analytical version of the LIFDT model provides a fitting approach 
to the experimental data [16], which separates the interpulse interactions. In 
order to achieve the large accommodation effects observed in the data, the 
analytical version of the LIFDT model is investigated in section 5.4 avoiding 
numerical integration.  
5.3 Predictions by the analytical version of LIFDT model 
The analytical version of the LIFDT model is derived under the assumption that 
a spike is only generated in response to the maximum membrane potential within 
the pulse. Also the equation of ( )h t∞  is replaced by the linear equation 
Eq.(4.3.28). It is important to assess the impact of these assumptions and 
approximations. A Monte Carlo simulation of the LIFDT model was conducted 
to investigate the accuracy of analytical version of the LIFDT model. The values 
of the parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 5-1. The values of 
parameters in the analytical version of the LIFDT model are the same. The 
values of D  and mτ  are given by the initial assessment of fitting the 
neurophysiological data (Table 4-3). Because there is no refractory effects or 
accommodation effects on the first pulse, it is not clear how to fit the other seven 
parameters in LIFDT model accordingly. At this stage, the LIFDT model fit is 
achieved by only adjusting the value of 0θ  according to the fitted I/O curve for 
the first pulse with ten data points (presented in Figure 4-4). The values of 
߬௛, ߤ∞, ߪ∞, ߠ௠, ݌ and ߬௔௕௦ are taken from Table 3-1 and Table 4-3.   
Table 5-1 Fitted parameter values of LIFDT model to the I/O curve on the first pulse 
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D τm ሺmsሻ τh ሺmsሻ ߤ∞ ሺmV) σ∞ (mV) 
0.0028 0.7 1.9 -4.5 100 
θm (mV) θ0 (mV) P τabs (ms)  
3 25 1.3 0.284  
 
The LIFDT model (Eq.(3.3.1)-Eq.(3.3.4)) was simulated over a thousand 
iterations for a two-pulse stimulus (shown in Figure 5-7), but with different noise 
at each iteration. For Monte Carlo simulation with iterations of ܰ, the standard 
error of the sample mean reduces at the rate of √ܰ, and the standard error of the 
sample variance reduces at the rate of ඥሺܰ ൅ 1ሻ/2 [119]. As ܰ is very large in 
this simulation, it is assumed that the sample mean and sample variance have 
converged completely after ten thousand iterations. Predictions from the LIFDT 
model and the analytical version of the LIFDT model are compared in the 
following sections. 
5.3.1 Predictions of single-pulse response 
The discharge probabilities on the first pulse against stimulus amplitudes, also 
referred as I/O curves to the first pulse of pulse-train stimulus, are presented in 
Figure 5-8. The analytical result of the theoretical model is consistent with both 
the simulation result of the LIFDT model and the fitted simplified analytical 
model. Thus both the stochastic LIFDT model and the analytical version of the 
LIFDT model successfully predicted the physiological data in response to the 
single-pulse stimulus or the first pulse of pulse-train stimulus. The analytical 
version of the LIFDT model provides an almost exact description of the 
stochastic LIFDT model. Even at low stimulus amplitudes, the neural responses 
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At the second pulse, although R-Squared value is 0.959, the SSE increases 
enormously. Because the theoretical model does not include the refractory effects, 
predictions at high stimulus amplitudes are higher than stimulation results. We 
focus on the results at low stimulus amplitudes. In Figure 5-9, the theoretical 
model approximates the neural responses to the second pulse accurately for firing 
probabilities between 0 and 0.2. The theoretical model provides an almost exact 
description of the LIFDT model for low firing probabilities. It successfully 
quantifies accommodation effects in the LIFDT model. For firing probabilities 
higher than 0.2, the theoretical predictions overestimate the neural responses. 
Refractory effects constitute the difference between the predictions by the 
theoretical model (solid line with right-pointing triangle markers) and simulation 
results (dotted line with circle markers). It indicates that the accuracy of this 
theoretical model is relatively sensitive to refractory effects in the model.  
Given the values of the parameters in Table 5-1 from fits to the first pulse, the 
simulation result to the second pulse does not reach the slope of the 
neurophysiological data and the shape of the curve is inaccurate. In chapter 4, the 
neurophysiological data have been evaluated and analysed. The suppression in 
the firing probability to the second pulse is due to both accommodation effects 
and refractory effects. In order to achieve the suppression in the 
neurophysiological data, accommodation effects or refractory effects or both 
effects in the LIFDT model have to be modified.   
In physiological experiments, the refractory function is usually measured by 
applying a pair of suprathreshold pulses to the nerve [38, 60]. The amplitude of 
the first pulse is fixed, and an action potential is generated in response to the first 
pulse. For a range of amplitudes of the second pulse, the minimum interpulse 
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intervals between those two pulses are recorded, at which the second pulse is just 
able to evoke an action potential. With the limited neurophysiological data 
presented in section 3.4, it is infeasible to estimate the refractory function 
directly. For one I/O curve, there is only ten data points. Also as the data points 
are taken from the pool of neurons, not from one single neuron. The quality of 
the data is low and there is a lot of noise for low FE. For accommodation effects, 
it is the same case.  
In Figure 5-9, the simulation results could predict the neurophysiological data for 
the second pulse for FE 0.7>  . The main difference between the simulation 
results and the neurophysiological data relies on the part for FE  between 0 and 
0.7. It is suggested that accommodation effects have to be enlarged to reach the 
neurophysiological data, as accommodation effects dominate the interpulse 
intervals for low FE .  
In order to prove this observation, neural responses are predicted with maximum 
refractory effects as the same approach in section 4.4. In Figure 5-10, the 
predictions with the maximum refractory effects cannot reach the 
neurophysiological data. It is suggested that accommodation effects in the 
LIFDT model are not large enough. Therefore, we compare the predictions to the 
first pulse and the second pulse obtained from the theoretical model in Figure 5-9. 
Predictions on the second pulse by Eq.(4.3.47) are identical to the theoretical 
predictions to the first pulse by Eq.(4.3.45). It indicates that inclusion of 
accommodation mechanism with parameter values given in Table 5-1 did not 
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Accommodation effects in this section are defined as follows. According to the 
analytical theory (presented in section 5.2), the difference between firing 
probabilities is calculated as  
 (1) (2)p p pΔ = −  (4.5.1) 
Substituing Eq.(4.3.45) and Eq.(4.3.47) into Eq.(4.5.1) gives, 
 1 1 2 1 2 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1(1 ) (1 )
2 22 2




− + − +Δ = + − + (4.5.2) 
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Δ = −∫ ∫ (4.5.3) 
According to the data, (1)p is no smaller than (2)p . Thus 0pΔ ≥ , and the 
integral area of (1)p ≤ (2)p , thus, 
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+ − + −
−
Δ = ∫  (4.5.4) 
The lower limit and upper limit are dependent on stimulus amplitude ܣ. The 
independent parameters: ߬௠, ߠ଴ and ߪ are fitted by the neurophysiological data to 
the first pulse. Only the interval of the integration can be modified to increase ∆݌. 
The length of the interval,ܮ, can be calculated as 
 2 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
L t T t T T T





⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= + − + − −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦




As stated in Appendix B, the difference between ܸሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ and ܸሺ ଵܶሻ is only 
0.1% of its value. This leads to a modification of the first two parts of the 
equation, which represent the difference between ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ  and ߠሺ ଵܶሻ . The 
threshold ߠ is monotonically decreasing with regard to the variable ݄. The values 








+ =  
There is no apparent difference between the value of ݄ሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ  and ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ , 
which contributes to the failure of predicting accommodation effects. Even 
setting ߠ௠ forty times larger than its original value, the difference between 
ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ and ߠሺ ଵܶሻ is still only about 0.07. Therefore, it is crucial to enlarge 
the difference between ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ and ݄ሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ, which is  
 1 2 1( ) ( )h h T h t TΔ = − +  (4.5.6) 
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  (4.5.7) 
In Eq.(4.3.21), ∆݄ is dependent on the stimulus amplitude,ܣ. Only independent 
parameters, ܾ  and ߬௛ , are available to be optimized. ∆݄  is proportional to the 
absolute value of the slope of the linear equation Eq.(4.3.28),|ܾ|. The relationship 
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between ∆݄  and ߬௛  is more complicated. For different values of ߬௛ , ∆݄  is 
calculated according to Eq.(4.3.21), in which other parameters are fixed; the 
stimulus amplitude is 800 mA, ߬௠ is 0.7ms and b is calculated from Eq.(4.3.28). 
The results are plotted in Figure 5-11. In physiology, the time constant of sodium 
permeability,߬௛, is always bigger than the membrane time constant, ߬௠[37]. Thus 
the value of ߬௛ is taken in the interval ሾ0.7݉ݏ, 10݉ݏሿ.        
 
Figure 5-11 ∆ࢎ as a function of the time constant ࣎ࢎ 
In Figure 5-11, the maximum value of ∆݄  is obtained when ߬௛  equals 2ms 
(dotted line), which is close to its current value given in Table 5-1, 1.9ms (dash-
dotted line).  
In order to increase ∆݄, one approach is to set ߬௛  to 2ms. However, it cannot 
significantly improve the model (shown in Figure 5-11). Another approach is to 





















change the slope of the linear equation Eq.(4.3.28),ܾ. The linear equation is a 
simplification of the sigmoid equation Eq.(3.3.3). In Figure 5-3, when a stimulus 
is applied, ݄ஶ  changes from 0.49 to 0.35, approximately, under the current 
sigmoid equation. Then the variable h  approaches the asymptotic value ݄ஶ for 
the time constant ߬௛ within the pulse duration. By increasing the absolute value 
of the slope of the linear equation Eq.(4.3.28), the impact on ݄ஶ is extended, 
therefore, ∆݄  increases. The extreme value of ∆݄  is attained when the linear 
equation is a vertical line. Although the linear approximation is not appropriate 
in this extreme condition, it is suggested that a sigmoid function Eq.(3.2.11) with 
very sharp slope will increase the value of ∆݄. In this case, ݄ஶ quickly switches 
from one to zero when the stimulus is applied. Therefore, unlike the linear 
approximation by Eq.(4.3.28), the function of ݄ஶ should be modified to behave 
like a step function.  
In Eq.(3.2.11), the sigmoid function of ݄ஶ is dependent on the membrane voltage 
ܸ with two independent parameters: ߤஶ and ߪஶ. ߪஶ is the standard deviation of 
݄ஶ, and it controls the slope of ݄ஶ. The smaller the value of ߪஶ, the sharper the 
slope of the sigmoid function. ߤஶ is the offset of ݄ஶ, and it defines the value of 
ܸ that produces ݄ஶ the value of 0.5. To mimic the behaviour of a step function, 
we use a small ߪஶ. Next we try to find an appropriate value for ߤஶ. For small 
ߪஶ,  ߤஶ  is approximately equivalent to the switching point. For a membrane 
voltage ܸ ൒ ߤஶ, ݄ஶ switches to zero. Figure 5-2 presents the dynamics of the 
membrane potential to a single-pulse stimulus without noise. The equilibrium 
value for the membrane potential is zero. It monotonically increases to the level 
of ܣሺ1 െ ݁ି భ்/ఛ೘ሻ and then decreases to zero in response to the stimulus. The 
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5.4.1 Analytical approximation of the modified LIFDT model: step 
function approximation 
As ݄ஶሺܸሻ is modified as a step function, the analytical approximation of the 
LIFDT model derived previously is not appropriate to use. A new analytical 
approximation of the modified LIFDT model with the step function 
approximation is derived in this section.  
In this section, an analytical approximation of the modified LIFDT model is only 
developed for a two-pulse stimulus. First the responses of ܸሺݐሻ and ߠሺݐሻ to the 
two-pulse stimulus (shown in Figure 5-7) without noise are investigated. In the 
following figures, predictions by the theoretical calculations  are plotted in solid 
lines with square markers, and simulation results are plotted in dotted lines with 
asterisk makers. 
The first pulse of the stimulus is defined by Eq.(4.3.22). The analytical 
approximation of the membrane potential (Eq.(4.3.6)) remains the same. To ease 
the difficulty in calculation, the modified sigmoid function of ݄ஶ  can be 














where  ߤஶ ൌ 8 ܸ݉. 
The response of the membrane potential to the first pulse is plotted in Figure 
5-13, which is identical to Figure 5-2 except the stimulus amplitude is 600ܸ݉, 
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degraded by the approximated step function, the analytical results of the first 
pulse and the second pulse are consistent with the simulation results of the 
modified LIFDT model. The trends of the ߠሺݐሻ curve remain like those of the 
original LIFDT model. Changes in ܸሺݐሻ are about fifty times bigger than changes 
in ߠሺݐሻ. Thus firing still depends on whether the maximum amplitude of the 
membrane potential will cross the threshold for each pulse. For the first pulse, 
ܸሺ ଵܶሻ is compared to ߠሺ ଵܶሻ. For the second pulse, ܸሺݐଶ൅ ଵܶሻ is compared to 
ߠሺݐଶ൅ ଵܶሻ.      
Second add the noise to the deterministic theoretical model. Based on previous 
analysis, the discharge probability of modified LIFDT model for the first pulse 
can still be expressed by Eq.(4.3.44) but with a different  ߠሺ ଵܶሻ, 
 1 1






−= +  (4.5.19) 
where ܸሺ ଵܶሻ is calculated by Eq.(4.3.41) and ߠሺ ଵܶሻ is calculated as follows. 
According to Eq.(4.5.15), 
 1 4 )1







θθ θ= +  (4.5.21) 
and the discharge probability of the modified LIFDT model for the second pulse 
can be expressed by Eq.(4.3.47) but with a different  ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ, 
 2 1 2 1
( ) ( )1(2) (1 )
2 2




+ − += +  (4.5.22) 
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where ܸሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ  is calculated by Eq.(4.5.16) and ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ  is calculated as 
follows. 
According to Eq.(4.5.18) 
 1 1 1 4 )2 1 2
/ / ( /( ) ( ) h h hT T T Th t T h t e e eτ τ τ− − − −+ = ⋅ − +  (4.5.23) 





pt T h t T
θθ θ+ = ++  (4.5.24) 
5.4.2 Maximum accommodation effects in the modified LIFDT model with 
step function approximation 
The function of ݄ஶ  is altered by a step function to increase the difference 
between ݄ሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ  and ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ . Then the theoretical expression of 
accommodation effects must change consequently. In the beginning of section 
5.4, the difference in the firing probabilities is related to the interval of 
integration, ܮ. According to Eq.(4.5.5), the interval ܮ is affected by ߬௠, ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ,
݄ሺ ଵܶ ൅ ݐଶሻ, ܲ and ߠ௠ .  
First, ߬௠ is fixed by fitting the neurophysiological data for the first pulse.  
Second, the difference of ݄ሺ ଵܶሻ and ݄ሺ ଵܶ ൅ ݐଶሻ  should be enlarged. For the 
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Unlike Eq.(4.3.21), ∆݄  in the modified LIDT model is not dependent on the 
stimulus amplitude, ܣ. ∆݄ of the modified LIFDT model, Eq.(4.5.25), is plotted 
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takes more time for ݄  to recover from zero after an action potential. 
Consequently, the refractory period may extend. To determine whether changing 
the value of ߬௛ provides a better fit to the neurophysiological data, predictions by 
two sets of parameter values are performed in the following part. 
Third, the parameter ܲ, power of ݄ in Eq.(3.2.12), was chosen to be 1.3 from 
many fits of experimental data[19]. As the data in Chapter 3 are limited, here this 
value is preferred.  
Fourth, L is a monotonically increasing function of the last variable, ߠ௠. In order 
to get the maximum value of the interval, ܮ, ߠ௠ is chosen by its maximum value. 
According to Eq.(3.2.12), ߠ௠ varies in the interval ሺ0, ߠሿ, where ߠ is dependent 
on the variable ݄. ߠ௠ gets its maximum value, ߠ, when ߠ଴ is zero. Thus,  
• ߠ଴ ൌ 0 
Then ߠ௠  can be calculated by Eq.(4.3.43), where ߠሺ ଵܶሻ  can be fitted by 
comparing the neurophysiological data for the first pulse to the analytical model 
Eq.(4.3.44). 
Therefore, three sets of parameter values are generated in Table 5-3 to 
investigate the maximum accommodation effects in the LIFDT model: the values 
of ܦ and ߬௠  are fitted in Chapter 4; ܲ and ߬௔௕௦  are taken from previous work 
[19]. For Set A and Set B, ߤஶ and ߪஶ are given by the analysis at the beginning 
of section 5.4, which change ݄ஶሺܸሻ  into a step function. The differences 
between those two sets rely on the value of ߬௛. In set A, the value of ߬௛ is taken 
from previous work. And in set B, the value of ߬௛ is optimized to approach the 
maximum ∆݄  in Figure 5-21. For each set, the value of ߠ௠  is fitted to the 
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neurophysiological data for the first pulse with given value of ߬௛. In order to 
investigate the impact of the maximum ߠ௠  and the minimum ߠ଴ , set C is 
generated for comparison. In set C, all the parameter values remain the same as 
Table 5-1 except for ߠ௠ and ߠ଴. The value set of Table 5-1 is denoted as the 
Original Set. 
Table 5-3 Fitted parameter values of the modified LIFDT model to the I/O curve for the 
first pulse  






Set A 1.9 8 0.1 31.70 
Set B 5.0 8 0.1 32.25 
Set C 1.9 -4.5 100 12.8 
 
Other parameter values are 0.0028D =  , 1.3p = , [ ]0.7m msτ = , [ ]0 0 mVθ =    
and [ ]0.284abs msτ =  . 
With parameter values in Table 5-3, predictions are made by the theoretical 
model of a pulse-train response for Set A and Set B (Eq.(4.5.19) and Eq.(4.5.22)) 
in Figure 5-22. In Figure 5-22, predictions for the first pulse made by value Set A 
and Set B are both consistent with the neurophysiological data. We are interested 
in the predictions for the second pulse. Predictions made by the original value of 
the LIFDT model for the second pulse are almost identical to the predictions for 




Figure 5-22 I/O curves to a two-pulse stimulus by the theoretical version of the modified 
LIFDT model. The solid line with plus sign markers represents the predictions by the 
theoretical model for the first pulse Eq.(4.5.19) with parameter values of set A. The dotted 
line with circle markers represents the theoretical model for the second pulse Eq.(4.5.22) 
with parameter values of set A. The solid line with Upward-pointing triangle markers 
represents the predictions by the theoretical model for the first pulse Eq.(4.5.19) with 
parameter values of set B. The dotted line with Upward-pointing triangle markers 
represents the theoretical model for the second pulse Eq. (4.5.22) with parameter values of 
set B. The experimental data[16] for the first pulse are presented in diamond markers. And 
the experimental data for the second pulse are presented in pentagram markers. 
For the value Set A, which has increased ∆݄ by ten times, firing probabilities for 
the second pulse are suppressed by 6.9% on average compared to the firing 
probabilities for the first pulse. For the value Set B, which has increased ∆݄ by 
twenty times, firing probabilities for the second pulse are suppressed by 12.3% 
on average compared to the firing probabilities for the first pulse. However, 
neither Set A nor Set B can capture the experimental data, in which the firing 
probabilities for the second pulse were suppressed by 47.17% on average. 






















Firing probability against stimulus amplitude of modified LIFDT model to a two-pulse stimulus
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On the other hand, the theoretical model (Eq.(4.5.19) and Eq.(4.5.22)) only 
concerns accommodation effects in interpulse interactions. For high stimulus 
intensity, predictions made by the theoretical model will overestimate the firing 
probabilities for the second pulse. The accuracy of the analytical approximation 
of the LIFDT model has been demonstrated in section 5.3. To test the accuracy 
of the analytical approximation of the modified LIFDT (section 5.4.1), the 
modified LIFDT model was executed ten thousand times for parameter value 
from Set A and Set B, but with different noise each time. Simulations of data Set 
C and the Original Set are also conducted in order to compare the influence on 
the neural responses by each parameter. Both theoretical predictions and 
simulations results are presented for those four data sets in Figure 5-23 and 
Figure 5-24. 
 
Figure 5-23 I/O curves of the modified LIFDT model to 1st pulse of a two-pulse stimulus. 
For Set A, the solid line with plus sign markers represents the predictions by the theoretical 
model Eq.(4.5.19); the dotted line with asterisk markers represents the simulation results. 




































For Set B, the solid line with upward-pointing triangle markers represents the predictions 
by the theoretical model Eq.(4.5.19); the dotted line with square markers represents the 
simulation results. For Set C, the solid line with diamond markers represents the 
predictions by the theoretical model Eq.(4.3.45); the dotted line with downward-pointing 
triangle markers represents the simulation results. For Original Set, the solid line with cross 
markers represents the predictions by the theoretical model Eq.(4.3.45); the dotted line with 
circle markers represents the simulation results. The experimental data for the first pulse 
are presented in stars. 
 
Figure 5-24 I/O curves of the modified LIFDT model to 2nd pulse of a two-pulse stimulus. 
For Set A, the solid line with plus sign markers represents the predictions by the theoretical 
model Eq.(4.5.22); the dotted line with asterisk markers represents the simulation results. 
For Set B, the solid line with upward-pointing triangle markers represents the predictions 
by the theoretical model Eq.(4.5.22); the dotted line with square markers represents the 
simulation results. For Set C, the solid line with diamond markers represents the 
predictions by the theoretical model Eq.(4.3.47); the dotted line with downward-pointing 
triangle represents the simulation results. For Original Set, the solid line with cross markers 
represents the predictions by the theoretical model Eq.(4.3.45); the dotted line with circle 
markers represents the simulation results. The experimental data for the second pulse are 
presented in stars.  
The results for the first pulse (in Figure 5-23) show consistent firing probabilities 
between theoretical predictions and simulation results for all data sets. The 




































theoretical model (Eq.(4.5.19)) accurately predicts the neural responses of the 
modified LIFDT model to the first pulse.  
For the second pulse (in Figure 5-24), the theoretical model (Eq.(4.5.22)) 
accurately predicts the slope over lower stimulus amplitudes (ܣ ൏ 450݉ܣ) for 
Set A, Set B and Set C. This indicates that Eq.(4.5.22) successfully predicts 
accommodation effects in the modified LIFDT model. However, it does not 
predict a suppressed trend in the simulation results over higher stimulus 
amplitudes (ܣ ൐ 480݉ܣ).  
Refractory effects constitute the difference between the theoretical predictions 
and the simulation results. Specifically, for Set A and Set C, the simulation results 
demonstrate that firing probabilities are suppressed due to refractory effects for 
stimulus amplitudes between 450 mA and 580 mA. For Set B, refractory effects 
inhibit firing even further so that the neuron rarely fires for stimulus amplitudes 
between 500 mA and 600 mA. 
Moreover, it suggests that refractory effects can be quantified by comparing the 
theoretical predictions and simulation results. Then the differences of firing 
probabilities between the first pulse and the second pulse can be divided into two 
categories; one is caused by accommodation effects, another one is caused by 
refractory effects. Those caused by accommodation effects, denoted as ∆݌௔௖௖ , 
can be calculated theoretically by 
 (1) (2)accp p pΔ = −  (4.5.26) 
where ݌ሺ1ሻ is the prediction of firing for the first pulse by theoretical model 
Eq.(4.5.19) and  ݌ሺ2ሻ  is the prediction of firing for the second pulse by 
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theoretical model Eq.(4.5.22) or Eq.(4.3.47). Those firing differences caused by 
refractory effects, denoted as ∆݌௥௘௙, can be calculated by   
 (2) (2)refp p pΔ = −  (4.5.27) 
where ݌ҧሺ2ሻ is the simulation result for the second pulse. By this approach, we 
can investigate refractory effects and accommodation effects separately. The 
results of ∆݌௔௖௖  and ∆݌௥௘௙  for all the data sets are plotted in Figure 5-25 and 
Figure 5-26. The differences of firing probabilities observed from 
neurophysiological data are also plotted for comparison, which were caused by 
both accommodation effects and refractory effects. 
 
Figure 5-25 ∆ࡼ due to accommodation effects against stimulus amplitude. The dotted line 
with asterisk markers represents the result of Set A. The dotted line with square markers 
represents the result of Set B. The dotted line with circle markers represents the result of 
Set C. The dotted line with downward-pointing triangle markers represents the result of 
Original Set. The stars represent ∆࢖ observed from neurophysiological data. 






















Figure 5-26 ∆ࡼ due to refractory effects against stimulus amplitude. The solid line with 
asterisk markers represents the result of Set A. The solid line with square markers 
represents the result of Set B. The solid line with circle markers represents the result of Set 
C. The solid line with downward-pointing triangle markers represents the result of Original 
Set. The stars represent ∆࢖ observed from neurophysiological data. 
According to Figure 5-23, Figure 5-24, Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26, the 
parameter selections have different impacts on the I/O curves and interpulse 
interactions. 
The base value of the threshold, ߠ଴ ; and the threshold multiplier, ߠ௠ : The 
parameter choice (ߠ଴ ൌ 0ሻ is intended to calculate the maximum value of ∆݌௔௖௖ 
in conjunction with the modified function of ݄ஶሺܸሻ. To investigate the impact of 
ߠ଴  and  ߠ௠  solely, we compare the results of Set C and the Original Set. In 
Figure 5-25, ∆݌௔௖௖ of Set C are almost zero like the results of the Original Set. 
But in Figure 5-26, ∆݌௥௘௙ of Set C are up to five times bigger than the results of 
Original Set. It indicates that increasing ߠ௠  does not significantly improve 
accommodation effects; however, it makes a great impact on the firing 


























probabilities due to refractory effects. According to section 3.3.1, the absolute 
refractoriness in the LIFDT model is achieved by resetting ݄  to zero, which 
instantaneously sets ߠ to infinity. Then the integration of ݄ continues. Thus the 
larger the value of ߠ௠, the longer it takes for ߠ to approximate its steady state 
after an action potential. This may in part explain why the parameter ܲ is fixed. 
Any small change in ܲ or ߠ௠  in order to increase accommodation effects will 
lead to greater refractory effects.                
The offset for ݄ஶ , ߤஶ ; and the standard deviation of ݄ஶ , ߪஶ : These two 
parameters control the shape of the function ݄ஶሺܸሻ. The parameter choice in this 
section (ߤஶ ൌ 8 ܸ݉, ߪஶ ൌ 0.1) is intended to calculate the maximum value of 
∆݄ in conjunction with setting ߠ଴ to zero. To investigate the impact of ߤஶ and 
ߪஶ, we compare the results of Set A and Set C. The theoretical predictions of the 
firing probabilities for the second pulse of Set A are 6.9% less than the 
predictions of Set C on average. The simulation results of Set A are consistent 
with the theoretical predictions for lower stimulus amplitudes (ܣ ൏ 450݉ܣ). It 
demonstrates that the modified function of ݄ஶሺܸሻ can improve the predictions of 
the firing probabilities for the second pulse for lower stimulus amplitudes 
(ܣ ൏ 450݉ܣ), but it is still above the slope of the neurophysiological data. For 
higher stimulus amplitudes (ܣ ൐ 450݉ܣ), firing probabilities for Set A and Set C 
are both under the slope of the neurophysiological data. Specifically, Set A 
increases ∆݌௔௖௖ up to 0.03 for stimulus amplitudes from 400݉ܣ to 550݉ܣ. At 
the mean time, ∆݌௥௘௙ of Set A is about the same size of Set C. It indicates that the 
modified ݄ஶሺܸሻ  can improve accommodation effects without adding extra 
refractory effects. As the aim of this section is to achieve the maximum 
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accommodation effects, refractory effects are not relevant in the parameter 
selection.  
The recovery time-constant for ݄, ߬௛ : the effects of ߬௛  on ∆݄ for the modified 
LIFDT model under subthreshold stimulus has been studied in Figure 5-21.  And 
Set B is generated consequently to achieve the maximum ∆݄. To investigate the 
impact of ߬௛, we compare the results of Set A and Set B. In Figure 5-24, Set B 
improves the theoretical predictions. However, the simulation results of Set B 
show that increasing the value of ߬௛ greatly influences the I/O curve. Specifically, 
Figure 5-25 shows that increasing the value of ߬௛ successfully enlarges ∆݌௔௖௖. It 
reaches the first point of the neurophysiological data, but is still an order of 
magnitude lower than the following points of the neurophysiological data. 
Meanwhile Figure 5-26 shows that increasing ߬௛ also results in a large ∆݌௥௘௙. As 
increasing ߬௛ actually slows down the permeability variable ݄, it takes more time 
for ݄ to recover after an action potential rather than after a subthreshold stimulus. 
It suggests that the parameter choice of ߬௛  in Set B is not appropriate as 
refractory effects overwhelm the neural responses. However, this experiment is 
aimed at exploring the maximum ∆݌௔௖௖, ߬௛ is only optimised for accommodation 
effects. The optimised ߬௛  improves the results of ∆݌௔௖௖  for lower stimulus 
amplitudes (ܣ ൏ 440݉ܣ), but does not change the slope of ∆݌௔௖௖ for stimulus 
amplitudes between 440݉ܣ and 460݉ܣ, where the average firing probabilities 
are still under 0.2. Refraction contributes little to the response for such low 




Given the above results, the LIFDT model cannot predict the neurophysiological 
data since: 
1) By the initial assessment of the neurophysiological data, the LIFDT 
model cannot predict the data due to the strong accommodation effects. 
Accommodation effects in the LIFDT model are theoretically expressed 
by Eq.(4.5.4). In Set B, each parameter is optimised to achieve the 
maximum accommodation effects. Accommodation effects are 
effectively improved but are still smaller than the neurophysiological data, 
as in Figure 5-25.  
2) Full optimization is not performed due to complexity. Alternative 
parameter selection may result in a better prediction, but none of the 
parameter selections can capture the strong accommodation effects in the 
neurophysiological data. 
5.5 Conclusion  
In this chapter, analytical descriptions have been developed of single-fibre 
responses to single-pulse and pulse-train (concerns accommodation effects only) 
stimuli. For single-pulse stimuli, it provides a computationally efficient method 
of simulating an auditory neuron. It predicts an almost accurate neural response 
without multiple iterations. For pulse-train stimuli, it quantifies firing 
probabilities due to accommodation effects. However, the analytical description 
of refractory effects was not investigated in this chapter. It cannot be directly 
used to derive a full neural response to pulse-train stimuli. Monte Carlo 
simulations of the LIFDT model can estimate the neural response instead. In 
addition, comparing the simulation results and analytical predictions provides an 
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approximation of firing probabilities due to refractory effects. In this way 
refractory effects and accommodation effects can be estimated separately. It 
improves the understanding of interpulse interactions, especially the 
accommodation effects. 
The analytical approximation of the LIFDT model is derived based on several 
approximations and simplifications. For different parameter selections of 
ߪ∞ and ߤ∞ , the simplification of the function ݄ஶሺܸሻ  varies. In addition, the 
analytical approximation of the modified LIFDT model (section 5.4.1) is 
developed according to the pulse-train stimulus (presented in Figure 5-7). 
Application of this analytical model to other electrical stimulation should change 
accordingly. 
With knowledge of how parameter selection influences the interpulse 
interactions, this chapter obtains the maximum accommodation effects in the 
LIFDT model. Although the parameter choice is not physiologically realistic, the 
LIFDT model still cannot predict the neurophysiological data. This may be due 
to: 
? In Frankenhaeuser and Huxley model, ߬௛ is a Gaussian shape function of ܸ 
with six parameters. The LIFDT model simplified the variable ߬௛  as a 
constant. This may degrad the dynamics.       
? The LIFDT model ignores contributions from the potassium currents. The 
threshold is only related to the inactivation of sodium permeability, ݄. The 
time constant of ݄  regulates both the accommodative mechanism and the 
refractory mechanism. The results of parameter selection demonstrate that a 
small change in ∆݌௔௖௖ will lead to great change in ∆݌௥௘௙. On the contrary, the 
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neurophysiological data presented strong ∆݌௔௖௖  and relatively “normal” 
∆݌௥௘௙ . The accommodation likely results from another voltage-dependent 
ionic channel. Hill [7] reviewed the excitation and accommodation in nerve 
fibres and suggested that accommodation is largely affected by the Ca-ion 
concentration. Sly et al. [17] suggested that the accommodation in auditory 
nerve might relate to a hyperpolarization-activated cation channel or a 
potassium channel.  
? The analytical approximation of a pulse-train response is derived on the 
assumption that the standard deviation of noise remains constant. However, it 
is suggested that the variance of noise may increase with small, sustained 
depolarizations [120]. Paradoxically, the analysis in Chapter 4, Table 4-2 
predicted just the opposite. It is suggested that both accommodation effects 
and refractory effects can influence the variance of noise.  
To improve the LIFDT model, it requires a more thorough investigation of the 
behaviour of ionic channels during depolarizations that do not excite the auditory 
nerve. Improvement of the LIFDT model is possible by adding extra two or three 
parameters. This will make the LIFDT model contain more than ten parameters. 
Optimization of the new model will be more laborious unless more data are 
obtained. For large population of neurons, it will be more computationally 
expensive. In order to analyse accommodation in the limited neurophysiological 
data, a renewal process model using Markov Chains is applied in the next chapter.
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Chapter6. Markov Statistical Model 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a theoretical analysis of the LIFDT model was given and 
efforts have been made in predicting a set of the neurophysiological data. 
However, the existing LIFDT model cannot capture the strong accommodation 
effects in the data because the time constant of ݄  regulates both the 
accommodative mechanism and the refractory mechanism. Adding extra 
parameters and equations for the accommodative mechanism will make it more 
complicated for optimization but could be considered once the dynamics of the 
accommodation effects are better understood.  
Another modelling approach is to utilize a statistical model to analyse the 
interpulse interactions in the neurophysiological data. Markov processes are 
widely used to model the spike activity in a peripheral auditory nerve fibre [121, 
122], especially incorporating the refractory effects [45, 46, 69, 123, 124]. The 
statistical models usually study the time patterns of occurrences of the spikes, not 
the exact kinetics of ion channels. Therefore, statistical models have fewer 
parameters and require less data than conductance-based models. As there are 
only ten histograms of the neurophysiological data, it is more perhaps convenient 
to investigate the statistical characterization of the accommodation effects first 
and then refine the accommodation mechanism in the LIFDT model. 
In studies of the spike activity of auditory nerve fibres, two statistics frequently 
used are the PST histograms and ISIH [27]. Poisson point processes, which are 
special cases of Markov processes, have been used to accurately model the ISIH 
of a single neuron to acoustic stimuli [125]. The Poisson process is a memoryless 
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process; however, neural responses are actually affected by their prior history. In 
order to incorporate the refractory effects, Poisson processes with dead-time have 
been developed [61, 63, 64, 126]. Miller et al. [45] argued that statistics 
measured experimentally had non-Poisson nature and a Markov process model 
predicted a better result than a Poisson process model. Markov renewal processes 
are frequently used to model the refractory effects of neural responses [46, 51, 58, 
69, 70, 123, 124]. A Markov renewal process is a Markov process which has 
independent identically distributed inter-event times [122]. Unlike a Poisson 
process, the interval time in a renewal process takes on a more general 
distribution. Irlicht et al. [123] developed a self-exciting point process model and 
derived a closed-form solution for steady state neural responses for both acoustic 
stimulation and electric stimulation. Bruce et al. [51] developed a stochastic 
renewal process model and also derived a closed-form solution of steady state 
neural responses for electric stimulation. Those two models only studied the long 
term properties of neural responses. Xu et al. [69] developed a Markov renewal 
process model and provided the statistics associated with the neural response to 
each pulse. All the above models utilized a Markov chain to represent the 
refractory effects and the transition probabilities in the Markov chain were 
calculated according to a refractory function (a step-shaped function in [123], an 
exponential function in [46, 69]). None of the above models considered the 
accommodation effects and assumed that the firing probabilities are identical 
between pulses when no discharge occurred in previous firing history. Clearly 
this is not the case if accommodation effects are important because even 
subthreshold stimuli can change the firing probabilities. 
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The analysis in Chapter4 and Chapter 5 show that the accommodation effects is a 
much stronger factor than the refractory effects for low FE. Therefore, the aim of 
this chapter is to develop a Markov renewal process incorporating both the 
refractory effects and the accommodation effects.  
Normally the refractory function is derived by modelling the ISIH which 
describes the time between consecutive discharges [27, 46, 58, 69]. For a renewal 
process, the interval distribution is referred to as the hazard function ߶ሺ݇ሻ where 
݇  is the length of the time interval since the last discharge and ߶  is the 
conditional probability. In this thesis, the neurophysiological data are only 
presented in the form of PST histogram and hence the refractory function cannot 
be developed directly. In Chapter 5, the LIFDT model failed to capture the strong 
accommodation effects in the neurophysiological data. As both accommodation 
and refractory mechanisms have an effects on the firing probability, the accuracy 
of refractory effects in the LIFDT model is uncertain. Consequently, we cannot 
derive a hazard function from the LIFDT model. For the accommodation effects, 
it is the same case. 
Thus in this chapter we apply a conditional probability analysis [58] to the 
neurophysiological data and investigate the conditional probability distribution in 
the data. The conditional probability is actually the transition probability in the 
Markov Chain. The calculations involve estimates of the conditional probability 
of a firing for a specified pulse given that last firing occurred for some earlier 
pulse and the conditional probability of a firing for a specified pulse given that 
there is no firing for all previous pulses. Thus, it separates the accommodation 
effects and refractory effects and facilitates a direct comparison between those 
two interpulse interactions. 
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A general Markov process is outlined in section 6.2. A renewal method is applied 
to track the neural response using the conditional probability analysis. With the 
use of a stationary assumption, the general Markov model can be simplified to a 
linear system. Least-squares fitting is applied to the stationary Markov models in 
section 6.3. However, the results in section 6.4 demonstrate that the stationary 
Markov models can only fit the increments of the data because the conditional 
probability changes by pulse number. To take this time dependent effects into 
account a full non-stationary Markov model is presented in section 6.5. The non-
stationary Markov model is fitted to the neurophysiological data by a trust-region 
dogleg algorithm in section 6.6. Results are presented in section 6.7. Finally 
discussion and conclusions are drawn in section 6.8. 
6.2 A general Markov renewal process model 
The neurophysiological data are presented in the form of a PST Histogram 
(Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16), where histograms are displayed by pulse number 
instead of time. Within each pulse, spikes are summed from the start of the 
cathodic phase to the end of the anodic phase. As the duration of the biphasic 
pulse is short (50 ߤݏ for each phase), the neuron can only fire once per pulse at 
most. In other words, within each pulse there are only two states for a single 
neuron: “fire” or “not fire”. Therefore, the neural response qualifies as a discrete 
point process. Also this discrete point process qualifies as a renewal process, 
because after a firing the auditory nerve enters the refractory period and it has no 
“memory” of prior firings.    
 We derive a Markov renewal process model on the basis of a conditional 
probability analysis [58]. The conditional probability analysis has previously 
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only been applied to study the refractory effects by  estimating the conditional 
probability of a firing in a specified time interval given that the last firing 
occurred during an earlier specified time interval. To incorporate the 
accommodation effects, we introduce the conditional probability of a firing in a 
specified time interval given no firing previously. Before we specify all the 
conditional probabilities, we first introduce the general Markov renewal process 
model.  
As the data obtained are presented in the form of a PST Histogram rather than an 
ISIH, we describe the general Markov renewal process model in Table 6-1 rather 
than a Markov Chain. It facilitates the calculation of the firing probability at each 
pulse. Table 6-1 represents all the possible neural responses to an ݊ -pulse 
stimulus given that it fires at the n’th pulse and only one firing has previously 
occured. Firing is denoted as “1” and not firing is denoted as “0”.  
Pulse Num 1 2 … n-3 n-2 n-1 n 
Firing 
Status 
     1 1 
    1 0 1 
   1 0 0 1 
  … … … … … 
 1 … 0 0 0 1 
1 0 … 0 0 0 1 
0 0 … 0 0 0 1 
Table 6-1 The relationship between firing at the n'th pulse to the firing status of previous 
pulses. Each row shows one possible combination of neural responses. The table shows all 
permitted histories. 
Each row presents one possible neural response. According to the renewal 
process, when a neuron fires, the membrane potential is reset to its resting 
potential. In other words, the ‘neural memory’ of history before firing is lost, and 
only the history after the last firing influence the current state of a neuron. In 
order to calculate the firing probability for the n’th pulse (the current pulse), we 
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only trace the firing history back to when it last fired. For example, if the neuron 
has fired at the n-1’th pulse, all the history from the 1st pulse to the n-2Ԣth pulse is 
neglected. 
Assume at each stimulus level, that the discharge rate ߱௡ is the probability that 
the neuron fires at the n’th pulse, i.e.  ߱௡ Ԗ ሾ0, 1ሿ.  
The probability of firing at the n’th pulse can be obtained by summing over all 
permitted histories in Table 6-1 as,  
 
1




P n H f Hω
−
− −= ∑  (6.2.1) 
 1 1 2 3 1{ , , , , } {0,1} [2,20]n n iH s s s s s n− −= ∈ ∈…  
where ݊ is the pulse number, ܪ௡ିଵ is the history of status of the neuron from the 
1st pulse to the n-1’th pulse, the neuron status at the i’th pulse is either “0” or “1”, 
ܲሺ݊|ܪ௡ିଵሻ
 
is the conditional probability of firing at the n’th pulse given previous 
history ܪ௡ିଵ , ݂ሺܪ௡ିଵሻ
 
is the probability of the sequence ܪ௡ିଵ occurring. 
Two types of conditional probabilities are involved in Eq.(6.2.1). One is the 
history that the neuron never fired until the n’th pulse, as stated in the last row in 
Table 6-1. This conditional probability will be dominated by the accommodation 
effects. Another is given the history that the neuron fired at a specified pulse and 
fires again at the n’th pulse. This conditional probability, [58], is dominated by 
refractory effects. Thus, estimating the conditional probabilities by this Markov 
renewal process model provides direct measure of the interpulse interactions.   
In principle, the firing probability is dependent on the whole firing history. 
However, the analysis in Chapter 4 suggests otherwise. Figure 4-3 showed that 
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only the I/O curve of the first pulse is substantially different from those of 
subsequent pulses. I/O curves for the subsequent pulses are very close and many 
overlapped. This implies that although the firing probability varies in response to 
changes in stimulus amplitudes, it will converge to a stable state around 10 ms to 
20 ms after the onset of the pulse sequence. The investigation of the refractory 
effects in the auditory nerve also demonstrates that the hazard function levels-off 
at a constant value after 20-25 ms [27, 58]. Also the investigation of the 
accommodation effects (also referred as the excitatory interpulse effects) 
observed from the auditory nerve of cats generally lasts for 0.5 ms [127]. Thus 
the general Markov renewal process model Eq.(6.2.1) can be simplified to a 
Markov model of lower order of approximately third order. In other words, the 
future firing status only depends on the firing probabilities of previous three 
pulses. It is not clear what order of the Markov model is sufficient to repredict 
the neurophysiological data. The following sections make a series of 
approximations and reduce the general Markov model to first order, second order 
and third order. Additionally, all the simplified Markov models are linear models, 
which facilitates the fitting of the data using a least-squares algorithm.  
6.2.1 A stationary first order Markov model 
First, assume only the last pulse influences the firing status at the current pulse, 
which is a simple way to start with the general model. In this case the firing 
probability resulting from the current pulse is only affected by whether or not it 
fires at previous pulse.  
All the possible combinations of firing at the n’th pulse due to the n-1’th pulse 
are presented in Table 6-2. The probability of firing at the n’th pulse on the 
condition of firing at the n-1’th pulse is denoted as P(n|1).  The probability of 
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firing at the n’th pulse on the condition of not firing at the n-1’th pulse is denoted 
as P(n|0). 
Table 6-2 Firing status of the first order Markov model (discharge at the n’th pulse) 
  Conditional Probability 
Pulse Num n-1 n  
Status 0 1 P(2|0) 
1 1 P(2|1) 
However, these conditional probabilities are independent of pulse number 
because, in a renewal process, the conditional probability is only dependent on 
the interval between two consecutive discharges and does not therefore depend 
on the pulse number directly. Therefore, in general, we can denote P(n|1) as  
P(2|1) where the ‘2’ denotes that we are considering the pulse after the n-1’th (in 
some sense this is pulse ‘2’ in a sequence of two pulses).In otherwords we are 
assuming that the firing probabilities are stationary. 
As it assumes that only previous two firing status affect ߱௡ , earlier status is 
ignored, e.g. the n-2’th status. The assumption implies neither the 
accommodation effects nor the refractory effects last for two-pulse intervals. In 
other words, if ݏ௡ିଵ ൌ 0, whether the neuron fired or not at the n-2’th pulse, it 
somehow “recovers” to a steady state and starts a new memory at the n-1’th 
pulse. Thus to be consistent with the first assumption, we assume that the 
conditional probability P(2|0) is constant regardless of the pulse number.   
Then Eq.(6.2.1) can be simply written as a first order Markov model, 
 1 1(2 |1) ({ 1}) (2 | 0) ({ 0})n n nP f s P f sω − −= ⋅ = + ⋅ =  (6.2.2) 
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where ݂ሺሼݏ௡ିଵ ൌ 1ሽሻ  represents the firing probability at the n-1’th 
pulse, ݂ሺሼݏ௡ିଵ ൌ 0ሽሻ  represents the probability of not firing at the n-1’th pulse. 
That is, 
 1 1({ 1})n nf s ω− −= =  (6.2.3) 
 1 1({ 0}) 1n nf s ω− −= = −  (6.2.4) 
Therefore Eq.(6.2.2) can be re-written as, 
 1 1(2 |1) (2 | 0) (1 )n n nP Pω ω ω− −= ⋅ + ⋅ −  (6.2.5) 
Rearranging Eq.(6.2.5) gives, 
 [ ] 1(2 |1) (2 | 0) (2 | 0)n nP P Pω ω −= − ⋅ +  (6.2.6) 
Thus the first order Markov model is actually a linear difference equation of the 
firing probability ߱௡ as, 
 1 1 [2, 20]n n k nω α ω −= ⋅ + ∈  (6.2.7) 
where 
 1 (2 |1) (2 | 0)P Pα = −  (6.2.8) 
 (2 | 0)k P=  (6.2.9) 
6.2.2 A stationary second order Markov model 
The first order Markov model is developed mainly on the assumption that the 
current neuron status is only dependent on the last status. As stated in  section 
6.2.1, it means that both the refractory effects and the accommodation effects last 
for 5 ms at most. However, based on the I/O curve analysis in Chapter 4 the 
refractory period may have a longer duration. Therefore, we derive a second 
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order Markov model which accounts for a 10 ms-history. The procedure is 
similar to that of the first order Markov model.   
In this case, first we assume that the firing probability for the n’th pulse is 
affected by the spiking status of the n-1’th and n-2’th pulse. All the possible 
combinations of firing at the n’th pulse are listed in Table 6-3. 
Table 6-3 Firing status of the second order Markov model (discharge at the n’th pulse) 
 Conditional Probability 
Pulse Num n-2 n-1 n  
 
Status 
0 0 1 P(3|0,0) 
1 0 1 P(3|1,0) 
 1 1 P(2|1) 
Second, the conditional probabilities ܲሺ3|1,0ሻand ܲሺ2|1ሻ are fixed in a renewal 
process and the ‘3’ denotes the last of a sequence of three pulses. Third, ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ 
is assumed to be stationary. ߱௡  is calculated by summing all the permitted 
histories in Table 6-3. Then the general equation Eq.(6.2.1) can be written as,  
 2 1
2 1 1
(3 | 0,0) { ( 0, 0)}
(3 |1,0) { ( 1, 0)} (2 |1) { ( 1)}
n n n
n n n
P f H s s
P f H s s P f H s
ω − −
− − −
= ⋅ = =
+ ⋅ = = + ⋅ =
 (6.2.10) 
where  
 2 1 2{ ( 1, 0)} (1 (2 |1))n n nf H s s Pω− − −= = = ⋅ −  (6.2.11) 









− =∑  (6.2.12) 
Substituting Eq.(6.2.3), Eq.(6.2.11) into Eq.(6.2.12), 
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 2 1 2 1 1
2 1
{ ( 0, 0)} 1 { ( 1, 0)} { ( 1)}
1 (1 (2 |1))
n n n n n
n n
f H s s f H s s f H s
Pω ω
− − − − −
− −
= = = − = = − =
= − ⋅ − −
  (6.2.13) 
Substituting Eq.(6.2.3), Eq.(6.2.11) and Eq.(6.2.13) into Eq.(6.2.10) gives,  
[ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]
1 2 2 1
1 2
(3 | 0,0) 1 (1 (2 |1)) (3 |1,0) (1 (2 |1)) (2 |1)
(2 |1) (3 | 0,0) (3 |1,0) (3 | 0,0) 1 (2 |1) (3 | 0,0)
n n n n n
n n
P P P P P
P P P P P P
ω ω ω ω ω
ω ω
− − − −
− −
= ⋅ − − ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅
= − ⋅ + − ⋅ − ⋅ +
                     
(6.2.14) 
The second Markov model is also a linear difference equation of the firing 
probability ߱௡,    
 1 1 2 2 [3, 20]n n n k nω α ω α ω− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ∈  (6.2.15) 
where,  
 1 (2 |1) (3 | 0,0)P Pα = −  (6.2.16) 
 [ ] [ ]2 (3 |1,0) (3 | 0,0) 1 (2 |1)P P Pα = − ⋅ −  (6.2.17) 
 (3 | 0,0)k P=  (6.2.18) 
6.2.3 A stationary third order Markov model   
Now we have a Markov model that has a 10 ms history. It is not clear whether it 
is sufficient for the neurophysiological data so we developed a third order 
Markov model, which accounts for a 15 ms history. The procedure is similar to 
that of the first and second order Markov model. 
In this case, first we assume that the firing probability for the n’th pulse is 
affected by the spiking status of the n-1’th, n-2’th and n-3’th pulse. All the 
possible combinations of spiking at the n’th pulse are listed in Table 6-4. 
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Table 6-4 Firing status of the third order Markov model (discharge at the n’th pulse) 
 Conditional 
Probability 
Pulse Num n-3 n-2 n-1 n  
 
Status 
0 0 0 1 P(4|0,0,0) 
1 0 0 1 P(4|1,0,0) 
 1 0 1 P(3|1,0) 
    1 1 P(2|1) 
Second, the conditional probabilities ܲሺ4|1,0,0ሻ, ܲሺ3|1,0ሻand ܲሺ2|1ሻ are fixed 
in a renewal process. Third, ܲሺ4|0,0,0ሻ is assumed stationary. Then the general 






(4 | 0,0,0) { ( 0, 0, 0)}
4 |1,0,0) { ( 1, 0, 0)}
(3 |1,0) { ( 1, 0)}
(2 |1) { ( 1)}




P f H s s s
P f H s s s
P f H s s
P f H s




= ⋅ = = =
+ ⋅ = = =
+ ⋅ = =
+ ⋅ =  (6.2.19) 
The calculations of Eq.(6.2.3), Eq.(6.2.11), Eq.(6.2.13) remain the same. 
Additionally, 





{ ( 0, 0, 0)}
1 { ( 0, 0, 0)}




f H s s s
f H s s s





= − = = =
− = = − =  (6.2.21) 
Substituting Eq.(6.2.3), Eq.(6.2.11), Eq.(6.2.13), Eq.(6.2.20) and Eq.(6.2.21) into 
Eq.(6.2.19) gives,
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]
1 2
3
(2 |1) (4 | 0,0,0) (3 |1,0) (4 | 0,0,0) 1 (2 |1)
(4 |1,0,0) (4 | 0,0,0) 1 (2 |1) 1 (3 |1,0) (4 | 0,0,0)
n n n
n
P P P P P





= − ⋅ + − ⋅ − ⋅
+ − ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ +
  (6.2.22) 
Therefore the third order Markov model is also a linear difference equation of the 
firing probability ߱௡, 
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 1 1 2 2 3 3 [4, 20]n n n n k nω α ω α ω α ω− − −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ∈  (6.2.23) 
where 
 1 (2 |1) (4 | 0,0,0)P Pα = −  (6.2.24) 
  [ ] [ ]2 (3 |1,0) (4 | 0,0,0) 1 (2 |1)P P Pα = − ⋅ −  (6.2.25) 
  [ ] [ ] [ ]3 (4 |1,0,0) (4 | 0,0,0) 1 (2 |1) 1 (3 |1,0)P P P Pα = − ⋅ − ⋅ − (6.2.26) 
 (4 | 0,0,0)k P=  (6.2.27) 
We are not presenting any higher order Markov model, because the fitting results 
(presented in section 6.4) suggest that the results of this third order Markov 
model do not improve much on those of the second order Markov model.  
6.3 Fitting the stationary Markov model to the neurophysiological 
data 
The general Markov renewal process model is simplified to three lower order 
stationary Markov models with parameters iα  and k . Each stationary Markov 
model is a linear difference equation of the firing probability. Thus a least-
squares fitting method is applied to the neurophysiological data. Additionally, 
parameters of each linear equation can be interpreted as conditional probabilities 
with physiological meaning. However, it is not clear whether the model should 
extend and to which order. This leads to the problem of finding unique solutions 
to the Markov renewal process model.  
6.3.1 The least-squares fitting    
The method of linear least-squares is a standard approach to data fitting, 
especially for over-determined systems. The best fit in the least-squares finds the 
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overall solution that minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors made in 
solving each equation.  
For example, to fit the third order Markov model Eq.(6.2.23). The data point 
ሾωଵ, ωଶ, … ωଶ଴ሿ is a set of firing probabilities in response of a twenty-pulse-train.  
The residual is the difference between the actual value of the dependent variable 
and the value predicted by the model. Take the data into the third order Markov 
model Eq.(6.2.23). 
 
4 3 2 1 1
5 4 3 2 2
3




ω ω ω ω α
ω ω ω ω α
α
ω ω ω ω
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= ⋅⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
# # # # #  (6.3.1) 
Let x  represent the independent variable and ݕ represent the dependent variable. 
The value of the parameters are given by the physiological data. Let ߚ represent 
the unknown parameters for the model. 
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ω ω ω ω α
ω ω ω ω αβ α
ω ω ω ω
β
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= = =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
=
# # # # #  (6.3.2) 
The residual is 
 r y xβ= −  (6.3.3) 




1 1 2 2 3 3
4
( )n n n n
n
S r y x kβ ω α ω α ω α ω− − −
=
= = − = − ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ −∑ (6.3.4) 
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The goal is to find the optimum parameter values for the model when the sum of 
the squared residuals is a minimum. ܵ is minimized when its gradient vector is 
zero. 
6.3.2 Uniqueness of the solution 
In statistics, over-fitting occurs when a statistical model describes random error 
or noise instead of the underlying relationship. A model which has been over-
fitted will show poor predictive performance, as it may exaggerate minor 
fluctuations in the data. The potential for over-fitting not only relies on the 
number of parameters but also the model structure and the error magnitude.  
Although the first order, the second order and the third order Markov models are 
all over-determined systems, it is still possible that over-fitting with the data may 
occur. For example, if the first order Markov model can fit the data well enough  
 1 ˆˆn n kω αω −= +  (6.3.5) 
where ߙො and ෠݇ are the optimum value, then 
 1 2 ˆˆn n kω αω− −= +  (6.3.6) 
Substitute Eq.(6.3.6) into Eq.(6.3.5) gives, 
 2 2 ˆˆ ˆ( 1)n n kω α ω α−= + +  (6.3.7) 
Then when we fit the second order Markov model with the same data 
 1 1 2 2n n n kω α ω α ω− −= + +  (6.3.8) 
Substitute Eq.(6.3.5) in Eq.(6.3.8),  
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 1 2 2 2 1 ˆˆn n n k kω α αω α ω α− −= + + +  (6.3.9) 
Comparing Eq.(6.3.7) and Eq.(6.3.9), we get two quadratic equations, 
 21 2ˆ ˆ 0α α α α+ − =  (6.3.10) 
 1 ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1)k k kα α+ = +  (6.3.11) 
Solve for parameters ߙଵ,  ߙଶand ݇. Because the number of unknown parameters 
is bigger than the number of quadratic equations, it is an underdetermined system. 
There are an infinite number of solutions to an underdetermined system. The 









⎧ =⎪ =⎨⎪ =⎩
 (6.3.12) 
Other roots of the equations may fit to the noise in the data. 
6.3.3 Least-squares fitting with constraints 
In order to improve the accuracy of the fitting, it is necessary to use additional 
constraints. As all the parameters in the Markov model are interpreted into 
combinations of the conditional probabilities, additional constraints can be 
applied. For example, all the conditional probabilities range from 0 to 1. 
The first order stationary Markov model as stated in Eq.(6.2.8) and Eq.(6.2.9),  
 (2 | 0) [0,1]k P= ∈  (6.3.13) 
Due to the refractory effects, the conditional probability (2 |1) (2 | 0)P P≤ , which 
implies that 
 1 0α ≤  (6.3.14) 
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The second order stationary Markov model as stated in Eq.(6.2.15) -Eq.(6.2.18), 
 (3 | 0,0) [0,1]k P= ∈  (6.3.15) 
and 
 (2 |1) [0,1]P ∈   (6.3.16) 
Due to refractory effects, (2 |1) (3 | 0,0)P P≤ and (3 |1,0) (3 | 0,0)P P≤ . 
Thus, according to Eq.(6.2.16) and Eq.(6.2.17), 
 1 20 0α α≤ ≤  (6.3.17) 
The third order stationary Markov model as stated in Eq.(6.2.24)-Eq.(6.2.27), 
 (4 | 0,0,0) [0,1]k P= ∈  (6.3.18) 
 (2 |1) [0,1]P ∈   (6.3.19) 
 (3 |1,0) [0,1]P ∈   (6.3.20) 
Due to refractory effects, (2 |1) (4 | 0,0,0)P P≤ , (3 |1,0) (4 | 0,0,0)P P≤  
(4 |1,0,0) (4 | 0,0,0)P P≤  
 Thus according to Eq.(6.2.24)-Eq.(6.2.26), 
 1 2 30 0 0α α α≤ ≤ ≤  (6.3.21) 
6.4 Results of stationary Markov model  
The least-squares fit with constraints is applied to fit the neurophysiological data 
to three stationary Markov models in Matlab. The fittings are performed with 
two different forms of the neurophysiological data: one is the gradient of the 
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neurophysiological data in section 6.4.1, another is the actual neurophysiological 
data in section 6.4.2. The gradient data ∆߱௡ are defined as,  
 1n n nω ω ω+Δ = −  (6.4.1) 
By fitting the first difference of the data, the non-autonomous variable k in the 
linear equation (Eq.(6.2.7), Eq.(6.2.15) and Eq.(6.2.23)) is eliminated. Each 
system becomes a homogenous polynomial of degree one. It qualifies as a linear 
recurrence sequence[128].  
The least-squares method is applied to both the gradient data and the whole data. 
The results of the fitting are shown by comparing the goodness of fit. In 
regression analysis, the goodness of fit includes the sum of squares error (SSE) 
and the coefficient of determination (the R squared measure of goodness of fit).  
The SSE is defined as the sum of squared residuals [129], 
 2( )SSE y y xβ= −  (6.4.2) 
where y is the observed valued of data set, and ݔߚ are the modelled values. 









β−= − = − −  (6.4.3) 
where SStot is defined as the total sum of squares of the data. It is the sum of 
squares due to pure error. It is proportional to the sample variance. The ܴଶ 
coefficient of determination is a statistical measure of how well the regression 
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line approximates the real data points. An ܴଶ of 1.0 indicates that the regression 
line perfectly fits the data.   
6.4.1 Fitting gradient data set 
Before fitting the gradient of the neurophysiological data, the stationary Markov 
models have to be transformed to the difference of the firing probability, ∆߱௡ 
and the constraints are changed consequently. As ݇ is eliminated, the constraint 
on ݇ is removed.  
According to Eq.(6.4.1), the first order Markov model is written as,  
 1 1 1 0 [2,19]n n nω α ω α−Δ = ⋅Δ ≤ ∈  (6.4.4) 
And the second order Markov model is written as, 
 1 1 2 2 1 2, 0 [3,19]n n n nω α ω α ω α α− −Δ = ⋅Δ + ⋅Δ ≤ ∈  (6.4.5) 
The third order Markov model, 
 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 3, , 0 [4,19]n n n n nω α ω α ω α ω α α α− − −Δ = ⋅Δ + ⋅Δ + ⋅Δ ≤ ∈
 (6.4.6) 
The goodness of fit of three Markov models is presented in Table 6-5 and Table 
6-6. 
Table 6-5 SSE of fitting the gradient data with constraints 
FE 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
1st order 0.0005 0.001 0.0012 0.0044 0.0033 0.0069 0.0193 0.0141 0.007
2nd order 0.0004 0.0008 0.0012 0.0024 0.0026 0.0046 0.0038 0.0126 0.0068
3rd order 0.0004 0.0007 0.0007 0.0011 0.0018 0.0018 0.0013 0.0063 0.0032
 
Table 6-6 R Squared measures of fitting the gradient data with constraints 
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FE 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
1st order 0 0.3353 0.0644 0.6354 0.9312 0.8466 0.8913 0.0554 0.1004
2nd order 0.065 0.2995 0.0021 0.6624 0.8398 0.8074 0.9755 0.159 0.1281
3rd order 0.0628 0.1943 0.3046 0.5865 0.7306 0.787 0.9889 0.275 0.3109
 
The SSE of the third order Markov model is the smallest among all three Markov 
models. For FE from 0.3 to 0.7, the SSE of the third order Markov model is 
reduced by at least half of the results of the second order Markov model.  
The R Squared measures for all three Markov models for low FE (from 0.02 to 
0.1) and high FE (0.6 and 0.7) were around zero. It is not the case that the fit 
does not work, but occurs because the gradient data are approx around zero. The 
best fit for those FE was roughly a horizontal line or a horizontal surface. Thus 
we focus on the results from FE of 0.2 to FE of 0.5. Although the SSE and R 
Squared measures for the third order Markov model are better than the result of 
either the first order Markov model or the second order Markov model, the 
results are not much improved compared to the second order Markov model.  
The gradient data are fitted by the least-squares method. Thus the sum of squares 
of residuals is minimized. By adding extra variables, the SSE decreases as shown 
in Table 6-5. According to Eq.(6.4.3), the R Squared measures are weakly 
increased. As such, the R Squared measures are not sufficient to demonstrate the 
goodness of fit when choosing the number of variables. To investigate whether 
the third order Markov model with three variables is better than the second order 
Markov model with two variables, the adjusted R Squared measures are 
compared in Table 6-7. The adjusted R Squared measures is defined as unbiased 
R Squared measures [130], 
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−= − − − −  (6.4.7) 
where N is the sample size, p is the total number of regressors in the linear model. 
Unlike R squared measures, the adjusted R Squared measures increases only if 
the new term improves the model more than would be expected by chance. Also 
the adjusted R Squared measures does not have the same interpretation as R 
Squared measures. The adjusted R Squared measures can be negative.     
Table 6-7 Adjusted R Squared measures of fitting the gradient of the data with constraints 
FE 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
1st order ‐0.0625 0.056951 ‐0.05809 0.366531 0.858888 0.69901 0.781498 ‐0.05924 ‐0.05179
2nd order ‐0.13803 ‐0.04037 ‐0.14285 0.358657 0.663143 0.602134 0.944705 ‐0.11396 ‐0.12409
3rd order ‐0.24507 ‐0.20281 ‐0.13405 0.179946 0.417204 0.524369 0.972432 ‐0.15548 ‐0.12919
 
The adjusted R Squared measures (FE from 0.2 to 0.5) of the second order 
Markov model is bigger than the result of the third order Markov model. It 
demonstrates that the second order Markov model fits the data better than the 
third order. The third order does not improve the fitting. It may over-fit the noise 
in the data. Therefore, only results of the gradient data fitted to the second order 
Markov model are presented in the following sections.  
First, the PST histogram of increments of the firing probabilities is constructed 
by the estimated parameter ߙොଵ, ߙොଶ and the initial values ∆߱ଵ and ∆߱ଶ (from data) 
as, 
 1 1 2 2ˆ ˆ [3,19]i i iy y y iα α− −= ⋅ + ⋅ ∈  (6.4.8) 
where 1 1y ω= Δ  and 2 2y ω= Δ . 
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The second order Markov model can fit the gradient data. Especially for FE of 
0.5, the second order Markov model almost accurately follows the oscillation in 
the data for all pulses.    









= −∑  (6.4.9) 
Thus the PST histogram is constructed by ߙොଵ, ߙොଶ , ෠݇ with the initial value ߱ଵ,߱ଶ, 
 1 1 2 2 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ [3,20]n n n k nω α ω α ω− −= ⋅ + ⋅ + ∈  (6.4.10) 
where ෝ߱ଵ ൌ ߱ଵand ෝ߱ଶ ൌ ߱ଶ. 
Rearranging Eq.(6.2.16), Eq.(6.2.17) and Eq.(6.2.18), the conditional 
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The results are presented in Figure 6-2. The results of the fitting are plotted in a 
solid line, and the neurophysiological data are plotted in asterisk markers. For 
purposes of comparison, all of the histograms in Figure 6-2 have the same 
vertical and horizontal scales. 
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0.3 0.431 0.431 -0.100 0.698 
0.4 0.635 0.635 -0.023 0.744 
0.5 0.946 0.946 0.016 0.740 
0.6 0.822 0.822 0.423 0.803 
0.7 0.946 0.946 0.586 0.763 
 
The results for the whole data set are not as good as the results for the gradient 
data. Although the values of αଵ and αଶ are the same, the fitting results for the 
gradient data can capture the oscillations in the first five or six points then 
converge to a steady state value. When presenting the results for the PST 
histograms, the model only predicts the trend in the data. The firing probability 
converges to a steady state after the second or even the first point. The apparent 
discrepancy between these two curves relies on the variable k. It implies that the 
problem is caused by the assumed non-autonomous factor k. This phenomenon 
will be further discussed in section 6.4.3.  
Although the accuracy of this conditional analysis is uncertain, Table 6-8 still 
presents some qualitative estimates of the accommodation effects and refractory 
effects. In the second order Markov model, the conditional probabilities ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ 
is related to the the accommodation effects; the conditional probability ܲሺ3|1,0ሻ 
and ܲሺ2|1ሻ are related to the refractory effects. 
1. The probability ܲሺ3|1,0ሻ and ߱ሺ1ሻ, which is the firing probability at the 
first pulse, are always bigger than the probability ܲሺ2|1ሻ. Some ܲሺ2|1ሻ 
are negative, which are out of the range of physiologically reasonable 
values. However, as ܲሺ2|1ሻ is smaller than ߱ሺ1ሻ, it suggests that the 
refractory effects lasts for at least 5 ms  (the duration for one pulse). The 
increasing value of ܲሺ3|1,0ሻ suggests that the neuron “recovers” from 
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the refractory period. The “recover” here is an operational sense that 
refractory effects is removed from the neuron, it does not coincide with 
the actual physiological recovery processes.      
2. For FE between 0.02 to 0.4, ߱ሺ1ሻ is always bigger than ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ. The 
conditional probability ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ is suppressed due to the accommodation 
effects only. The accommodation effects has significant influence on the 
neuron for low FE (from 0.02 to 0.4). This observation is consistent with 
the analysis in Chapter 5. 
3. For all the FEs, the conditional probability ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ is almost identical 
to the conditional probability  ܲሺ3|1,0ሻ . It is not clear whether this 
indicates that after 10ms both refractory effects and accommodation 
effects “recover” to the same state or it is merely due to the 
constraint ߙଶ ൑ 0.    
6.4.2 Fitting the whole data set 
Fitting the gradient data without the parameter k may lead to some inaccuracy.   
We therefore now fit the stationary Markov models to the whole data directly. A 
least-squares fit with constraints is applied to three Markov models. The 
goodness of fit of the three Markov models is presented in Table 6-9,  
Table 6-10 and  
Table 6-11. The conditional probabilities are calculated according to Eq.(6.4.11). 
Table 6-9 Fitting the whole data set to the first order Markov model with constraints  (α1≤0 
0≤k≤1) 
FE ߙଵ k / P(2|0) P(2|1) SSE R-squared 
0.02 0 0.017 0.017 0.0008 0 
0.05 0 0.039 0.039 0.0021 0 
0.1 0 0.088 0.088 0.0046 0 
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0.2 0 0.181 0.181 0.0102 0 
0.3 -0.048 0.294 0.246 0.0351 0.0126 
0.4 0 0.382 0.382 0.0313 0 
0.5 -0.037 0.500 0.463 0.0501 0.0694 
0.6 0 0.589 0.589 0.0188 0 
0.7 0 0.697 0.697 0.0069 0 
 
Table 6-10 Fitting the whole data set to the second order Markov model with constraints  
FE ߙଵ ߙଶ k / 
(P3|00)
P(2|1) P(3|10) SSE R-
squared
0.02 0 0 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.0008 0 
0.05 0 0 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.002 0 
0.1 0 0 0.087 0.087 0.087 0.0041 0 
0.2 0 0 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.0102 0 
0.3 0 0 0.282 0.282 0.282 0.0333 0 
0.4 0 0 0.383 0.383 0.383 0.0311 0 
0.5 -0.0247 0 0.500 0.475 0.500 0.044 0.0344 
0.6 0 0 0.587 0.587 0.587 0.017 0 
0.7 0 0 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.0058 0 
 
Table 6-11 Fitting the whole data to the third order Markov model with constraints (α1≤0 
α2≤0 α3≤0 0≤k≤1) 









0.02 0 0 0 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.0008 0 
0.05 0 0 0 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.0015 0 
0.1 0 0 0 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.0031 0 
0.2 0 0 0 0.177 0.177 0.177 0.177 0.0051 -0 
0.3 0 0 0 0.274 0.274 0.274 0.274 0.0167 0 
0.4 0 0 0 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.0142 0 
0.5 0 0 -0.036 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.356 0.0381 0.0839 
0.6 0 0 -0.027 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.433 0.0148 0.0253 
0.7 0 0 -0.010 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.592 0.0051 0.0125 
 
When fitting the first order Markov model to the whole data set, the optimal 
solution of ߙଵ at each FE is zero, except for FE of 0.3 and 0.5. When fitting the 
second order Markov model, the optimal solutions of ߙଵ and ߙଶ at each FE are 
zero, except for FE of 0.5. When fitting the third order Markov model, the 
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optimal solutions of ߙଵ, ߙଶ  and ߙଷ at each FE are still zero, except for FE of 0.5, 
0.6 and 0.7. These results demonstrate that mostly the best fit to the whole data is 
simply a fixed number, as   
 n kω =  (6.4.12) 
Obviously, it does not describe any dynamics and hence is a poor description of 
the neural responses.  
6.4.3 The shifting k 
The stationary Markov model cannot fit the whole data. But it can almost 
accurately fit the gradient data. When constructing the PST histograms by adding 
the non-autonomous factor ݇, the firing probability quickly converges to a steady 
state. It cannot reproduce the dynamics of the neural response. The only 
difference between the increment of the firing probability histogram and the PST 
histogram relies on the non-autonomous factor ݇. One possible explanation for 
the poor quality of the fits is that ݇, and the conditional probabilities, are not 
stationary as assumed. This explanation would also suggest why the increments 
are fitted better – differentiating is used as a method to ‘detrend’ data yielding it 
more stationary – it might therefore be expected that stationary Markov models 
work better with detrended data.  
To investigate whether nonstationarity is a problem, we now study how ݇ 
depends on the pulse number. 
First, we calculate the value of k at each pulse according to the data, denoted as 
݇௡ 
 1 1 2 2ˆ ˆ [3,20]n n n nk nω α ω α ω− −= − − ∈  (6.4.13) 
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 s 1 2ˆ ˆs s skω α ω α ω= + +  (6.4.14) 








= × ∑   (6.4.15) 
Rearranging Eq.(6.4.14) gives, 
 1 2ˆ ˆ(1 )s sk α α ω= − − ⋅  (6.4.16) 
The results for ݇௦  are compared to its mean value ݇௠௘௔௡  in Table 6-12. The 
standard deviation and the coefficient of variation of ݇௡ are also presented for 
comparison. The coefficient of variation is defined as  
 vC
σ
μ=  (6.4.17) 
Table 6-12 Comparing the statistics of ࢑࢔  
FE 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4  0.5 0.6 0.7 
݇௠௘௔௡ 0.021 0.057 0.091 0.295 0.431 0.635 0.946 0.822 0.946 
݇௦ 0.016 0.046 0.081 0.271 0.391 0.593 0.963 0.844 0.948 
ߪ௞೙   0.008 0.015 0.016 0.034 0.056 0.057 0.034 0.041 0.022 
ܿ௩ሺ݇௡ሻ  0.383 0.259 0.179 0.114 0.130 0.090 0.036 0.050 0.023 
 
Then we construct a new PST histogram with ݇௦. Here we only present the figure 
of 0.05 FE as an example. The PST histogram constructed with ݇௠௘௔௡ is also 
plotted in this figure for comparsion.  
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݇௡ shows a large dispersion especially for FE of 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1. Take Figure 
6-3 (FE of 0.05) for example. Although the coefficient of variation of ݇௡ is 0.259 
at 0.05 FE,  ݇௡  decreases by half after the ninth pulse. Also, the value of ݇௡ 
monotonically increases at low FE and it monotonically decreases at high FE. It 
is not clear whether ݇௡ has some certain trend or it is just sensitive to the noise in 
the data. Moreover, the I/O curve analysis in Chapter 4 suggest that the threshold 
in the neurophysiological data varies from pulse to pulse due to the 
accommodation effects and the refractory effects. It is possible that the 
fluctuations in threshold result in this drifting ݇௡.  
Therefore, we applied some test data to the second order Markov model to 
investigate the main cause of this drifting in ݇௡. We adopt the LIFDT model 
(Eq.(3.3.1)-- Eq.(3.3.4)) to generate some test data, because first the LIFDT 
model is built with a noise factor; second although the LIFDT model only has 
little fluctuations in the threshold under the accommodation effects (presented in 
Figure 5-15), it can mimic the neurophysiological data by adding extra equation 
to the threshold Eq.(3.3.4). 
The stimuli applied to the LIFDT model are the same as for the 
neurophysiological data, which are 100-ms duration 200-pps pulse trains shown 
in Figure 3-11. The LIFDT model consists of Eq.(3.2.9), Eq.(3.2.10), Eq.(3.2.11) 
and a threshold function as shown in the following text. 
First the original threshold function in the LIFDT model is given by 
 0( ) ( )
m
pt h t
θθ θ= +  (6.4.18) 
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Second we modulate the threshold function Eq.(6.4.18) by adding a sine wave 
(within 100ms it is monotonically increasing over the time period), 
 1 0( ) sin(2 )( )
m
pt a th t
θθ θ π= + + ⋅  (6.4.19) 
Third we modulate the threshold function Eq.(6.4.18) by adding a monotonically 
decreasing function 
 2 0( ) sin(2 )( )
m
pt a th t
θθ θ π= + − ⋅  (6.4.20) 
The amplitudes of the sine wave in Eq.(6.4.19) and Eq.(6.4.20) are both ܽ. It is 
defined as 
 00.05 ( ) |ta tθ == ×  (6.4.21) 
where 0.05 is obtained from I/O curve analysis of the neurophysiological data in 
Table 4-2. 
Therefore, the LIFDT model is established with three different threshold 
functions. The parameter values in the LIFDT model are taken from Table 5-1, 
which are fitted to the I/O curve for the first pulse in the neurophysiological data. 
Like the neurophysiological data, the neural responses are generated by nine 
stimulus amplitudes, which is equivalent to FE from 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 
0.5, 0.6 to 0.7 of the LIFDT model with unmodulated threshold ߠ. At each level 
of FE, the LIFDT model (Eq.(3.2.9)-Eq.(3.2.11)) with each threshold function 
(Eq.(6.4.18) or Eq.(6.4.19) or Eq.(6.4.20)) was simulated for a thousand 
iterations to a twenty-pulse stimulus, but with different noise at each iteration. 
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variation  ܥ௩ . Now to express those statistics in simple form we define the 
following notation. For the data set of the unmodulated threshold ߠ, the statistics 
are labelled as “k”.  For the data set of the modulated increasing threshold ߠଵ, the 
statistics are labelled as “݇ା”. For the data set of the modulated decreasing 
threshold ߠଶ, the statistics are labelled as “݇ି”. 
Table 6-13 Statistics of the shifting k with original threshold, modulated threshold θ1 and 
modulated threshold θ2. For each circumstance, compare the mean value μ, the standard 
deviation σ and the coefficient of variation CV. 
 FE 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
ߠ 
ߤ௞ 0.033 0.083 0.137 0.304 0.420 0.597 0.968 1.105 1.225 
ߪ௞ 0.007 0.010 0.011 0.014 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.015 0.015 
ܥ௏௞ 0.198 0.121 0.080 0.046 0.031 0.022 0.012 0.013 0.012 
ߠଵ 
ߤ௞ା 0.016 0.046 0.102 0.226 0.229 0.374 0.537 0.756 0.876 
ߪ௞ା 0.004 0.007 0.014 0.023 0.019 0.028 0.032 0.036 0.030 
ܥ௏௞+ 0.240 0.158 0.140 0.103 0.085 0.075 0.059 0.048 0.034 
ߠଶ 
ߤ௞- 0.033 0.101 0.120 0.276 0.396 0.622 0.691 0.708 0.704 
ߪ௞- 0.005 0.013 0.014 0.023 0.026 0.035 0.033 0.027 0.019 
ܥ௏௞- 0.155 0.133 0.114 0.082 0.065 0.057 0.048 0.038 0.027 
 
In Table 6-13, each column represents a fixed stimulus amplitude, in which the 
FE is calculated by the LIFDT model with unmodulated threshold ߠ. Therefore, 
for the LIFDT model with modulated threshold ߠଵ  or ߠଶ , the actual FEs are 
slightly different. Consequently the value of ߤ௞, ߤ௞ା and ߤ௞ି in the same column 
variy. Thus here we compare the coefficients of variation of the three data sets. 
At each FE, the coefficient of variation of the unmodulated threshold ߠ, ܥ௏௞, is 
the smallest. For FE between 0.1 and 0.7, the coefficients of variation of the 
unmodulated thresholds are substantially smaller than those of a modulated 
thresholds (ܥ௏௞  is a half or even a fifth of ܥ௏௞శ or ܥ௏௞ష  ). It implies that the 




The test data of LIFDT with modulated threshold ߠଵ  or ߠଶ  are generated to 
resemble the neurophysiological data, for example they have the same level of 
membrane noise, fluctuations in the threshold under the accommodation effects 
etc. Additionally the results in Table 6-12 and Table 6-13 also provide the 
comparison of the test data to the neurophysiological data. The coefficients of 
variation of the test data are roughly the same level as those of the 
neurophysiological data. Therefore, observations from the test data are valid for 
the neurophysiological data.  
This implies that the dispersion of ݇௡ in the neurophysiological data is mainly 
caused by small variation in the threshold (approximately 5% fluctuations of the 
threshold). The stationary second order Markov model Eq.(6.2.15) is quite 
sensitive to such variation. Due to this sensitivity, the stationary second order 
Markov model can only fit the gradient data not the whole data set. 
As k is interpreted as the conditional probabilities ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ  according to 
equation(6.2.18), it implies that the conditional probabilities are slowly varying 
from pulse to pulse. We obtained good results for ߙଵ  and ߙଶ in section 6.4.1. 
According to Eq.(6.2.16) and Eq.(6.2.17), ߙଵ and ߙଶ evolve as the  difference of 
two conditional probabilities. It is possible that the first difference reduce the 
shifting trend in the conditional probabilities. Therefore, the stationary second 
order Markov model can still fit those two variables. 
6.5 Non-stationary Markov renewal process model 
Previous section discussed the fitting results of the stationary Markov model. The 
results demonstrated that the second order Markov model can only fit the 
gradient of the data, because the conditional probabilities are slowly varying in 
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time. In other words, they are non-stationary. Thus in this section we try to 
develop a Markov renewal process model without the stationary assumption.   
In the stationary Markov model, all the conditional probabilities are assumed 
stationary, but the assumptions are made for different considerations. For those 
conditional probabilities related to the refractory effects, such as ܲሺ3|1,0ሻ, they 
are stationary according to the renewal process. For those conditional 
probabilities related to the accommodation effects, such as ܲሺ3|0,0ሻ, they are 
assumed stationary in consistency with the short history assumption.  
The physiology of the neuron indicates that a neural response qualifies as a 
renewal process because if a neuron generates a spike, it would finally recover to 
its equilibrium state after the refractory period, the history before that spike can 
be neglected. Therefore, we keep the assumption based on the renewal process, 
and only modify the short history assumption.  
Then the general Markov renewal process model Eq.(6.2.1) is still valid. The 
firing probability at each pulse can be calculated by summing up all the 
permitted histories. The probability of firing at the first pulse ߱ଵ is an initial 
condition. At the second pulse, ߱ଶ can be calculated from the first order Markov 
model. At the third pulse, ߱ଷ can be calculated from the second order Markov 
model. At the fourth pulse, ߱ସ can be calculated from the third order Markov 
model. To simplify the form of the expressions, ݂ሺܪ௡ିଵሻ is simply denoted as 
ܵሺݏଵ, ݏଶ, … , ݏ௡ିଵሻ where ݏ௡ିଵ א ሼ0,1ሽ. Then ߱ଶ to ߱ସ is, 
 2 (2 | 0) (0) (2 |1) (1)P S P Sω = +  (6.5.1) 




4 (4 | 0,0,0) (0,0,0) (4 |1,0,0) (1,0,0)
(3 |1,0) (1,0) (3 | 0,0) (0,0)
(2 |1) (1)
P S P S














(1,0) (1 (2 |1))
(1,0,0) (1 (2 |1))(1 (3 |1,0))
(0,0) (1 )(1 (2 | 0))















= − − −
 
When calculating ߱ହ, all the possible combinations of the permitted histories are 
listed in Table 6-14.  
Table 6-14 The permitted histories at the fifth pulse 
Pulse Num 1 2 3 4 5 Conditional probability 
Status 
   1 1 P(2|1) 
  1 0 1 P(3|1,0) 
 1 0 0 1 P(4|1,0,0) 
1 0 0 0 1 P(5|1,0,0,0) 
0 0 0 0 1 P(5|0,0,0,0) 
 
Then summing all the possible permitted histories in Table 6-14, 
 
5 (5 | 0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) (5 |1,0,0,0) (1,0,0,0)
(4 | 0,0,0) (0,0,0) (4 |1,0,0) (1,0,0)
(3 | 0,0) (0,0) (3 |1,0) (1,0)
(2 |1) (1)
P S P S
P S P S









(1,0,0,0) (1 (2 |1))(1 (3 |1,0))(1 (4 |1,0,0))
(0,0,0,0) (1 )(1 (2 | 0))(1 (3 | 0,0)(1 (4 | 0,0,0))
S P P P
S P P P
ω
ω
= − − −
= − − − −  
When calculating the firing probability at one more pulse, two more conditional 
probabilities are introduced into the system. Now to express the general equation 
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in simple form we define the following notation for the conditional probability.
{ }st( ) Pr next discharge occurs during pulse | last discharge occurred in the 1  pulse Q n n=
          (6.5.5) 
 { }( ) Pr first discharge occurs during pulse | no discharge before R n n=
  (6.5.6) 









ܳሺ݊ሻ  is related to the refractory effects and ܴሺ݊ሻ  is related to the 
accommodation effects. Then the general equation (6.2.1) can be expanded with 
ܳሺ݊ሻand ܴሺ݊ሻ, 
 
( ) ( )1 1
3 31 2
(1) 1
(2)[1 (1)] (2) (1) 2





R R Q R n




=⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= − + ⋅ =⎪ ⎪⎨ ⎬⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ ∈⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∑ ∑∏ ∏
          (6.5.7) 
6.6 Fitting the full history Markov model to the neurophysiological 
data 
The expanded form of the general Markov model Eq.(6.5.7) consists of 
multivariate polynomial equations. The neurophysiological data presented in 
Chapter 3 contain ten sets of data. For each set (FE), we try to solve the 
polynomial equations Eq.(6.5.7) for twenty data points by the trust-region dogleg 
algorithm [131, 132]. 
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6.6.1 Fitting the full history Markov model by the trust-region dogleg 
algorithm 
To establish an overdetermined system, the number of equations has to be bigger 
than the number of variables. For such overdetermined system, if the equations 
are not linearly independent, it yields a single solution. There are twenty 
equations based on the twenty data points. Therefore, Eq.(6.5.7) can only contain 
twenty variables in order to make an overdetermined system. Assume after the 
tenth pulse the conditional probabilities converge to a steady state as, 
 
( ) (10) [11, 20]
( ) (10) [11, 20]
Q n Q n
R n R n
= ∈
= ∈  (6.6.1) 
From a physiological aspect, Eq.(6.6.1) suggests that if the neuron did not fire for 
at least nine pulses which is about 45 ms, the refractory effects is removed and 
the accommodation effects does not build up for over ten pulses. The influences 
of the interpulse interactions on subsequent pulses ሺ݊ ൒ 11ሻ are identical. This is 
consistent with the observations of the I/O curve analysis to the 
neurophysiological data.  
The general objective function is referred as ܨ௡ሺݔሻ, 
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− =⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= − + − =⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎨ ⎬⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪∈⎩ ⎭
∑ ∑∏ ∏
  (6.6.2) 
where ݔ  is the vector of the variables ሾܳሺ݊ሻ, ܴሺ1ሻ, ܴሺ݊ሻሿ  [2,10]n∈ , with 
constraint of Eq.(6.6.1). 
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The goal of solving Eq.(6.5.7) is to find a vector ݔ that makes all ܨ௡ሺݔሻ ൌ 0. For 
polynomial equations, Newton’s Method [133] is normally used to find the roots. 
Newton’s Method attempts to generates a sequence ݔ௡  from an initial guess ݔ଴ 
that converges towards ݔכ such that ܨ௡ሺݔכሻ ൌ 0. The search direction ∆ݔ is given 
by solving 
 ( ) ( )n n nJ x x F xΔ = −  (6.6.3) 



















⎡ ⎤∇⎢ ⎥∇⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥∇⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
#  (6.6.4) 
 Thus the next guess of ݔ௡ାଵ  is given by 
 1 ( ) \ ( )n n n n nx x J x F x+ = −  (6.6.5) 
 where \ is the matrix left division in MATLAB .  
It will converge towards a root of  ܨ௡ሺݔሻ . Newton’s Method can run into 
difficulties, when the matrix of ( )nJ x may be singular. Also Newton’s method 
may not converge if the starting point is far from the solution.  
For the multivariate polynomial equations, trust-region techniques (also known 
as the restricted step method) [134] are frequently used. Trust-region is a term to 
denote the subset of the region of the objective function ܨ௡ሺݔ௡ሻ. If an adequate 
model of the objective is found within the trust region then the region is 
expanded. Otherwise, the region is contracted. A merit function is developed to 
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decide if ݔ௡ାଵ is better or worse than ݔ௡. The merit function ݉ሺ∆ݔሻ is modified 
from Newton’s Method. 
1 1min ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
T T T T T
n n n n n n n n nx
m x F x F x x J x F x x J x J x xΔ Δ = + Δ + Δ Δ
  (6.6.6) 
The powell dogleg procedure [132] has been applied when computing the step 
∆ݔ  to minimize equation(6.6.6). The step ∆ݔ  is constructed from a convex 
combination of a Cauchy step and a Gauss-Newton step for ܨ௡ሺݔሻ. The Cauchy 
step is calculated as 
 ( ) ( )TC n n nx J x F xβΔ = −  (6.6.7) 
where ߚ is chosen to minimize(6.6.6). 
The Gauss-Newton step is calculated by 
 ( ) \ ( )GN n n nx J x F xΔ = −  (6.6.8) 
The step ∆ݔ is chosen such that 
 ( )C GN Cx x x xλΔ = Δ + Δ −Δ  (6.6.9) 
where ߣ is the largest value in the interval ሾ0,1ሿ so that Δݔ is within the trust-
region dimension. The trust-region dogleg algorithm is more robust than using 
the Gauss-Newton Method with a line search.  
6.6.2 Validation of the trust-region dogleg algorithm: noise effects 
To investigate the accuracy of the trust-region dogleg algorithm, another 
statistical data set is generated to validate this algorithm. First, we examine how 
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noise affects the accuracy. The statistical data is generated by the twenty-pulse-
history Markov model Eq.(6.5.7) with a Gaussian noise, 
( ) ( )1 1
3 31 2
(1) ( ) 1
(2)[1 (1)] (2) (1) ( ) 2
( ) 1 ( ) (1) ( ) 1 ( )




R D n n
T R R Q R D n n
R j R m R Q j Q m










where ܦ is the intensity of noise, ߦ is a Gaussian white noise source. In the test 
data, we simply assume that the conditional probabilities converges to a steady 
state after the third pulse, which is  
 
( ) (3) [4, 20]
( ) (3) [4, 20]
Q n Q n
R n R n
= ∈
= ∈  (6.6.11) 
The Gaussian noise is added to mimic the variations in the neurophysiological 
data. The parameter values are given in Table 6-15. Three sets of test data are 
generated with different noise intensity ݁.   
Table 6-15 Parameter values of the test data 
ܴሺ1ሻ ܴሺ2ሻ ܳሺ2ሻ ܴሺ3ሻ ܳሺ3ሻ 
0.5 0.30 0.05 0.35 0.10 
 The first data set ௡ܶଵ  is generated without noise; the second data set ௡ܶଶ  is 
generated with noise intensity ܦଶ, which is 5% of the mean value of ௡ܶଵ; the third 
data set ௡ܶଷ is generated with noise intensity ܦଷ, which is 10% of the mean value 
of ௡ܶଵ. Three data sets are fitted to the Eq.(6.5.7) with the constraint Eq.(6.6.11) 
by the trust-region dogleg algorithm. The fitting results are plotted in Figure 
6-6,Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8. The results are presented in Table 6-16. As ܴሺ1ሻ 
is the initial value ଵܶ, only four variables are compared. 
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the noise to 5%, the accuracy of the solution for ܴሺ2ሻ, ܳሺ2ሻ and ܴሺ3ሻ  degraded, 
but it still finds the exact solution for ܳሺ3ሻ. When the noise intensity is increased 
to 10%, the trust-region dogleg algorithm cannot find any exact solution. 
Although even the solutions to the third data set provide a good fit as shown in 
Figure 6-8, the solution can only provide a qualitative estimation of the 
conditional firing probability. The fitting results are greatly influenced by the 
intensity of the noise, especially for the conditional probabilities of small value, 
such as ܳሺ2ሻ. 
6.6.3 Validation of the trust-region dogleg algorithm: convergence time 
effects 
The fitting results for the test data ௡ܶଵ are accurate. However, it is not clear after 
what period the conditional probabilities in the neurophysiological data will 
converge. Thus we try to examine how the convergence time affects the accuracy 
of fitting. In practice, the convergence time is actually the added constraints. 
We still use the test data set ௡ܶଵ  (noise free), in which the conditional 
probabilities converge after three pulses. But we fit this test data to Eq.(6.5.7) 
with different constraints. For example, if the convergence time is assumed as ݉ 
pulses time, then the constraint is  
 
( ) ( )
[ 1, 20]
( ) ( )
R n R m
n m
Q n Q m
= ∈ +=  (6.6.12) 
The test data set ௡ܶଵ  is fitted to Eq.(6.5.7) with convergence time from three 
pulses to six pulses. In each row, the conditional probabilities are omitted after it 




Table 6-17 Fitting results of the test data to Eq.(6.5.7) with different convergence time by 




ܴሺ2ሻ ܳሺ2ሻ ܴሺ3ሻ ܳሺ3ሻ ܴሺ4ሻ ܳሺ4ሻ ܴሺ5ሻ ܳሺ5ሻ ܴሺ6ሻ ܳሺ6ሻ 
3 pulses 0.300 0.050 0.350 0.100        
4 pulses 0.300 0.050 0.350 0.100 0.350 0.100     
5 pulses 0.300 0.050 -0.157 0.473 0.090 0.096 0.056 0.056   
6 pulses 0.300 0.050 0.070 0.306 0.022 0.246 0.074 0.073 0.062 0.062 
 
The results in Table 6-17 indicate that the trust-region dogleg algorithm 
successfully finds the solution for the convergence time of three pulses and four 
pulses. When the convergence time is two-pulse time longer than the actual time 
in the test data ௡ܶଵ, the trust-region dogleg algorithm over fits. The converged 
conditional firing probabilities, ܴሺ5ሻ|ହ ௣௨௟௦௘௦ , ܳሺ5ሻ|ହ ௣௨௟௦௘௦,  ܴሺ6ሻ|଺ ௣௨௟௦௘௦  and 
 ܳሺ6ሻ|଺ ௣௨௟௦௘௦, are not even close to their values in the test data. Interpreting such 
conditional probabilities may be misleading. This experiment suggests that the 
convergence time is crucial to the fitting.  
Therefore, the trust-region dogleg algorithm can accurately find the solution of 
Eq. (6.5.7) for noise free data with accurate convergence time. The accuracy of 
fitting degraded as noise intensity in the data increased. The accuracy of the 
fitting also depends on the accuracy of the convergence time. 
The I/O curve analysis in Figure 4-3 suggests that firing probability converges to 
a steady state after three or four pulses. Therefore, the full history Markov 
renewal process model Eq.(6.5.7) is fitted with four different convergence time: 
3 pulses, 4 pulses, 5 pulses and 6 pulses.     
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6.7 Results of the full history Markov renewal process model 
The full history Markov renewal process model Eq.(6.5.7) is fitted to the 
neurophysiological data by the trust-region dogleg algorithm. The fitting results 
for convergence times of 3, 4 and 5 pulses are almost identical. The results 
successfully represent the neurophysiological data, especially the dynamics in the 
first few pulses which are not captured by the stationary Markov model. 
However, the results for a convergence time of 6 pulses may over fit to the noise. 
The PST histogram of FE=0.4 are presented in Figure 6-9 as an example.  
 
Figure 6-9 PST histogram calculated by the fitted full history Markov renewal process 
model. The neurophysiological data are plotted in pentagrams. The results for convergence 
time of 3 pulses is plotted in a solid line with square markers; the results for convergence 
time of 4 pulses is plotted in a solid line with circle markers; the results for convergence 
time of 5 pulses is plotted in a solid line with asterisk markers and the results for 
convergence time of 6 pulses is plotted in a solid line with downward-pointing triangle 
markers.  
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on the first pulse; and it is still in the refractory period when the second 
pulse is applied; on the third pulse the firing probabilities are increased 
due to the undershoot after the refractory period; and it recovers to a 
steady state at the fourth pulse. For Low FE, the shape of ܳሺ݊ሻ is similar 
to that for high FE. It is not clear whether there is a significant overshoot 
pattern in the refractory function or the probability ܳሺ݊ሻ is messed by the 
variations in the neurophysiological data. 
4. Stable recordings from single auditory nerve fibres are viable for short 
periods of time. It is suggested that the error of measurement is greater at 
low FE. It may in part explain the variations in the conditional 
probabilities at low FE. To overcome the firing stability of one nerve fibre, 
the data were pooled across the auditory nerve fibres within defined 
ranges of FE. This may partly explain the shifting phenomena in the 
conditional probabilities. As the Markov renewal process models are 
sensitive to the noise and fluctuations in the threshold, this pooling 
approach degraded the accuracy of the conditional probability analysis, 
especially for low FEs (FE ൏ 0.4). 
These observations are basically consistent with the observations of Table 6-8. 
The difference between those two observations relies on the convergence time 
and the level of the steady state. The convergence time is actually defined by the 
model itself. Further experimental work on direct study of the ISI histogram 
would be helpful in refining the constraint of the convergence time and even the 




This chapter studied the interpulse interactions in the neural response to pulse-
train stimuli by a Markov renewal process model. Previous statistical models 
have predicted good results for the refractory effects only [45, 46, 69, 123, 124], 
however, they did not concern the accommodation effects in the interpulse 
interactions. The proposed Markov renewal process model gives a direct measure 
of the conditional probabilities that are related to the accommodation effects or 
the refractory effects.  
Both the stationary second order Markov model and the full history Markov 
model are fitted to the neurophysiological data. The stationary second order 
Markov model can only fit the gradient data due to drifting in the parameter ݇. 
By comparison with some test data, the drifting phenomenon is found to be 
related to the variations in the threshold rather than the membrane noise. 
Moreover, it also proves that the LIFDT model cannot capture the 
neurophysiological data due to the lack of such variations. The full history 
Markov model is successfully fitted to the neurophysiological data. The 
investigation of the conditional probabilities provides a separate estimation of the 






7.1  Summary 
The phenomenological LIFDT model (Eq.(3.3.1)—Eq.(3.3.4)) was presented in 
Chapter 3. This LIFDT model had previously been validated by neural responses 
of the sciatic nerve of the toad Xenopus laevis to sinusoidal electrical stimulation. 
In this thesis, we have further investigated the use of the LIFDT model to 
pulsatile electrical stimulation. Specifically, the LIFDT model was fitted to 
neurophysiological data (presented in Chapter 3). Extracellular recordings were 
made from the central axon of single auditory nerve fibres of the adult guinea pig, 
which is a physiological model of the electrically simulated cochlea nerve. Four 
models were fitted to these neurophysiological data in this thesis. 
First, a simple I/O curve model was developed in Chapter 4 to constrain the 
parameters. As the simple I/O curve model avoided the complication of 
interpulse interactions, it only provided approximate ranges of the parameters 
which controls the membrane potential in the LIFDT model, such as ߬௠ and ܦ. 
Other unknown parameters were fitted “by hand”. The initial assessment of 
fitting only predicted the equilibrium firing rate but not the dynamics due to 
accommodation effects.  
Second, in order to investigate whether the LIFDT model is sufficient to capture 
the dynamics in the neurophysiological data, analytical approximations of the 
LIFDT model to electrical pulsatile stimuli were developed in Chapter 5.  
Comparisons were made between predictions by the theoretical LIFDT model 
and Monte Carlo simulations of the LIFDT model. The predictions of the 
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theoretical models to single pulse stimuli agree with the simulation results, which 
can predict accurate firing probabilities for the first pulse from the 
neurophysiological data. The results indicated that the auditory nerve response to 
single electrical pulses can be described by a simple, computationally efficient 
theoretical model.  
Then the analytical version of LIFDT model was extended to describe the firing 
probabilities in response to pulse-train stimuli. In this thesis, the analytical 
version of LIFDT model only incorporated the accommodation effects and 
excluded the refractory effects. In other words, it was assumed that if the neuron 
had fired, the refractory effects was fully recovered when the next pulse was 
applied. The application of these analytical models permits direct measurement 
of suppression of firings due to accommodation effects. Then suppression of 
firings due to the refractory effects can be calculated by comparing the 
theoretical predictions and the simulation results. Furthermore, the impacts of 
parameter selections on I/O curves and interpulse interactions were fully studied. 
The results showed that although the parameter values were optimized to achieve 
the maximum accommodation effects, to the extent that it led to  physiological 
unreasonable refractory effects in the simulation result, it was still smaller than 
the accommodation in the neurophysiological data. Hence the LIFDT model 
cannot capture the dynamics in the neurophysiological data.  
Finally, the interpulse interactions were modelled by a statistical Markov renewal 
process model in Chapter 6. As was investigated in section 6.1, most statistical 
models of auditory nerve responses to pulse-train electrical stimulations exclude 
the accommodation effects and only study the neural response of the steady state 
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stationary and non-stationary Markov renewal process models were considered. 
Conditional probabilities can be calculated and compared directly. The second 
order stationary Markov model accurately predicted the increment of firing 
probabilities between consecutive pulses to the 200 pps pulse trains. The results 
also indicated that the conditional firing probabilities slowly vary over time (by 
pulse number) and hence the stationary Markov model cannot predict the firing 
probabilities. The non-stationary Markov model sustantially predicted the 
dynamics in the neurophysiological data. And the fitted conditional firing 
probabilities provide a description of the accommodation and refractory effects.   
7.2 Implications for computational modelling of auditory neurons 
7.2.1 Accommodation effects on auditory nerve response 
In Chapter 4 the I/O curve analysis revealed that both accommodation effects and 
refractory effects contributed to the neural response to pulse train stimuli from 
the neurophysiological data. It indicated that accommodative mechanisms 
dominate the temporal response at lower firing probabilities (FE ൏ 0.2). The 
accommodation mechanisms were also observed from the tuning curves in the 
electrophysiological data [17, 38] and loudness and perceptual threshold in the 
psychophysical data [20]. Therefore, the accommodation mechanisms are crucial 
when modelling the firing pattern to low stimulus amplitudes.  
Computational auditory models which do not include accommodation 
mechanisms, such as [27, 46, 70], cannot predict these neurophysiological data. 
The LIFDT model is investigated to fit the experimental data, as it incorporates 
both accommodation effects and refractory effects. In the LIFDT model the time 
constant of ݄, which loosely equates to the inactivation of sodium permeability in 
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the FH model, regulates both the accommodative mechanism and the refractory 
mechanism. However, the results in Chapter 5 suggested that those two 
interpulse interactions have similar but different time constants. Therefore, the 
existing LIFDT model cannot capture accommodation effects in the data. 
In Chapter 6, these two interpulse interactions were investigated by two Markov 
renewal process models. The Markov renewal process models are sensitive to the 
noise in the data and the convergence time of conditional probabilities. The 
consistent fitting results of the I/O curve model, the stationary Markov model 
and the non-stationary Markov model provided a better understanding of the 
accommodation:  
1. The size of the accommodation effects is dependent on the amplitude of 
the stimulus.  
2. Under subthreshold stimuli, the accommodation effects suppresses the 
firing probability of the auditory nerve. And it has great influence on the 
threshold. 
3. The accommodative behaviour recovers after around 15ms.  
4. As the PST histograms in the neurophysiological data were presented by 
the discrete pulse number, the results only gave a qualitative description 
of the dynamics due to accommodation effects. 
The results of this thesis indicate the LIFDT model is applicable for pulsatile 
electrical stimulation when investigating the long term property of the auditory 
nerve. When investigating the short term property, the non-stationary Markov 
renewal process model is more efficient.  
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7.3 Future work 
The usefulness of the LIFDT model to pulsatile electrical stimulation is limited. 
It is desirable to apply more experimental data to further modify the 
accommodation mechanisms by adding extra variables and equations. In 
particular, experimental data which reveal accommodation effects in the form of 
ISIHs or PST histograms from a single auditory nerve fibre may help to validate 
the model or suggest improvements to it. 
The results of this thesis indicate the utility of analytical versions of the LIFDT 
model and statistical Markov models in investigating the interpulse interactions 
of the auditory nerve fibre. The analytical version of the LIFDT model only 
considers the accommodation effects and excludes the refractory effects. This 
has been done in order to demonstrate that the LIFDT model is insufficient to 
produce reasonable predictions of neurophysiological data. However, the 
analytical version may be extended to incorporate refractory effects. The full 
neural response can be modelled by statistical Markov models, in which the 
conditional firing probabilities can be calculated by the analytical version of the 
LIFDT model accordingly. This would complete the analytical predictions of the 
LIFDT model for pulse-train response and provide more quantitative evaluations 
of the interpulse interactions. Also it would further facilitate the fitting to other 
experimental data instead of exhaustive simulations.   
The next step would be to extend the LIFDT model to fit psychophysical data. 
As the analytical version of the LIFDT model is computationally efficient, it can 
be easily applied to psychophysical tasks which require simulating a large 
population of nerve fibres. Psychophysical data may further assist in 
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understanding the relationship between the perception of stimuli generated by 
cochlear implants and the underlying temporal pattern of auditory nerve 









load I2001N.mat  
  


























        th=zeros(1,NN);         
        v(1)=0;v1(1)=0; 
        h(1)=1/(1+exp((v(1)-mu)/sigma)); 
        h1(1)=h(1); 
        th(1)=thm/(h(1)^p)+th0;  
        hinf(1)=h(1);        
        %Heunse Method 
        for i=2:NN 
            vprime(i)=(III(i)*Abs-v(i-1))/tor; 
            v1(i)=v(i-1)+sqrt(2*D*hh)*es(i)/tor+vprime(i)*hh; 
            vprime1(i)=(III(i)*Abs-v1(i-1))/tor; 
            v(i)=v(i-
1)+sqrt(2*D*hh)*es(i)/tor+hh*(vprime(i)+vprime1(i))/2; 
            hinf(i)=(1+exp((v(i)-mu)/sigma))^(-1);             
            hprime(i)=(-h(i-1)+hinf(i-1))/htor; 
            h1(i)=h(i-1)+hprime(i)*hh; 
            hprime1(i)=(-h1(i-1)+hinf(i-1))/htor; 
            h(i)=h(i-1)+hh*(hprime(i)+hprime1(i))/2; 
            th(i)=thm/(h(i)^p)+th0; 
  




            if a(i)> tabs 
                st(i)=0; 
                st(i+1)=0;                 
                a(i+1)=a(i)+1/N; 
            end 
  
                if st(i)==1 
                    if a(i)<tabs 
                       st(i+1)=st(i); 
                       a(i+1)=a(i)+1/N; 
                    end 
                end 
  
                if st(i)==0 
                    if v(i)> th(i) 
                        spike(j,i)=1; 
                        h(i)=0; 
                        v(i)=0; 
                        num(j)=num(j)+1; 
                        st(i+1)=1; 
                        a(i+1)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
                i=i+1; 
            end 
            j=j+1; 
end 
 
Appendix B Proofs for Chapter 5 
Proof of  analytical approximation of LIFDT model to a subthreshold pulse-train stimulus 
For 200pps pulse-train stimulus, the second pulse is delivered 5ms after the first pulse. Thus the 
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   (8.1.2) 
The linear approximation, Eq.(5.2.7), is still valid for ( )h t∞ . Substituting the linear equation, 
Eq.(8.1.2), into Eq.(3.3.2) to give, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )h t h t b V t chτ = − + ⋅ +  (8.1.3) 
and applying Laplace transforms to both sides of Eq.(4.3.29), still using the standard over bar to 
denote the Laplace Transform, yields 
 { } { } { } { }( ) ( ) ( )h t h t b V t chτ ⋅ = − + ⋅ +L L L L  (8.1.4) 
which implies that 
 [ ( ) (0)] ( ) ( ) cs h s h h s b V sh s
τ ⋅ ⋅ − = − + ⋅ +  (8.1.5) 
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Solving for ത݄ሺݏሻ gives 
 2
( ) / /(0)( )
1/ 1/ /
b V s ch h hh s
s s s sh h h
τ τ
τ τ τ
⋅= + ++ + +     (8.1.6) 
The second part of Eq.(4.3.32) is in the form of the product of two known Laplace Transforms 
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          (8.1.10) 
The response of ( )tθ is calculated by taking Eq.(4.3.36) into Eq.(3.3.4).  
The result at the first pulse is identical to section 5.2.1. Therefore, we only interested in the 
response at the second pulse. In order to investigate the accuracy of the theoretical response to the 
second pulse of pulse train 200pps (Eq.(8.1.2) and Eq.Error! Reference source not found.), the 
theoretical results are compared with simulation results in the following figures. In each figure, 
the response predicted by the theoretical model is plotted in the solid line with square markers, 
and the simulation result is plotted in dotted line with asterisk markers. To improve the visibility 
of these figures, only one out of every four data points is shown in each line. In addition, four 
timelines are displayed to distinguish the responses to different phases of the second pulse, which 
are ݐ ൌ ݐଶ(start of the anodic phase), ݐ ൌ ݐଶ ൅ ଵܶ  (end of the anodic phase), ݐ ൌ ݐଶ ൅ ଵܶ ൅ ଶܶ 
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Thus, the only chance of firing on the second pulse is still at the end of the anodic phase. It 
depends on whether the maximum membrane potential, ܸሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ , crosses the threshold, 
ߠሺݐଶ ൅ ଵܶሻ. 
Next, add the Gaussian noise to the deterministic LIFDT model for the second pulse. The noise is 
considered uncorrelated between pulses. However, it is suggested that the variance of the noise 
may increase with small, sustained depolarizations [120]. Due to the uncertainty about the noise, 
the standard deviation of noise remains constant as for the stochastic auditory nerve model [46] 
during interpulse interactions.    
The probability of firing on the second pulse,݌ሺ2ሻ , can be expressed on the basis of the 
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and 
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where 2 1( )h t T+ is calculated by Eq.(4.3.36)  
Thus, Eq.(4.3.46) can be written as 
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